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Abstract

The aim of the thesis is to study the response of Swedish buttress dams if they are
subjected to an earthquake of relevant magnitude to Sweden. Swedish dams are
evaluated for an extensive amount of load cases, but not for earthquake loading.
Therefore, it is not known how the Swedish buttress dams would respond during
such loading.

Earthquake engineering is practised only to a marginal extent in Sweden due to a low
risk of major earthquakes. In fact, an earthquake hazard zonation map that provides
data for earthquake resistant design, does not even exist for Sweden. Therefore, part
of the thesis is aimed at acquiring data from alternative sources to enable seismic
evaluation.

The effect of earthquakes on Swedish buttress dams are analysed through case stud-
ies. The case studies are performed with numerical analysis using the commercial
finite element program Brigade Plus. The case studies are performed on two buttress
dam models that were selected based on an inventory of Swedish buttress dams.

In the case studies, the dam models are evaluated for the Safety Evaluation Earth-
quake (SEE), which correspond to 10 000 years return period. At the SEE event,
the Peak Ground Acceleration (PGA), is also related to the geographical location
of a dam. The envelope of available PGA in Sweden was used in the case studies to
cover the spectrum of PGA. The response of the dams to the lowest value of PGA is
insignificant and the dams are essentially unaffected. However, for the highest value
of PGA the responses indicates that the concrete of the dams is severely cracked
and that the ultimate capacity of the reinforcement may be exceeded. Hence, it is
concluded that the geographical location of a Swedish dam is highly influential on
the response to earthquake loading.

Keywords: seismic, Swedish earthquake, buttress dam, concrete, finite element
analysis
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Sammanfattning

Syftet med denna uppsats är att analysera effekten på svenska betonglamelldammar
i det fall de utsätts för en jordbävning av relevant magnitud för Sverige. Svenska
dammar har blivit utvärderade för ett stort antal lastfall, dock ej för jordbävn-
ingslaster. Det är därför inte känt hur svenska betonglamelldammar uppträder
under sådana laster.

Jordbävningsdimensionering tillämpas endast marginellt i Sverige eftersom det före-
ligger låg risk för kraftfulla jordbävningar. Faktum är att en zonindelningskarta
över jordbävningsrisk för byggnadsdimensionering inte ens existerar i Sverige. Där-
för dedikeras en del av uppsatsen till att hitta data från alternativa källor för seismisk
utvärdering.

Effekten av jordbävningar på svenska betonglamelldammar analyseras genom fall-
studier. Dessa är genomförda baserat på numerisk analys med det kommersiella
finita element programmet Brigade Plus. Analyserna är baserade på två utvalda
betonglamelldammodeller som valdes genom en inventering av svenska betonglamell-
dammar.

I fallstudien utvärderas dammarna för en Säkerhet Utvärderings Jordbävning (SUJ),
denna motsvaras av 10 000 års återkomsttid. Vid en SUJ relateras den Maxi-
mala Mark Accelerationen (MAA) även till det geografiska läget av en damm. Yt-
terlighetsvärdena av tillgänglig MMA värden i Sverige användes i fallstudien för att
täcka in hela spektrumet. Effekten av det lägsta MMA värdet på dammarna är
obetydlig och dammarna kan anses i stort sett opåverkade. Det högsta värdet av
MMA indikerar dock att dammarnas betong utsätts för stor uppsprickning och att
kapaciteten av armeringen överskrids. Det kan därmed fastslås att det geografiska
läget av en damm har stort inflytande över vilken effekt som kan förväntas vid en
jordbävning

Nyckelord: seismik, jordbävning, lamelldamm, betong, finit element analys
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

Sweden has a long history of constructing hydraulic structures, dating several hun-
dred years back. From the mid 1940’s to the 1980’s there was a period of particular
expansive construction of dams for hydropower. Regarding concrete dams, the most
common type was the buttress dam, Svenska Kraftföreningen (1981).

Dams are evaluated for an extensive amount of load cases during the design process.
Swedish dam owners have agreed upon common guidelines, in Swedish abbreviated
RIDAS. According to the guidelines no concern has to be taken for seismic loading,
RIDAS (2014). However, the guidelines for structural design of concrete dams are
currently under revision. The Eurocodes, which apply to Sweden for structural
design of buildings and civil engineering works since 2011, will serve as the new
basis.

The part of the Eurocode considering earthquake resistant design EN 1998-1, have
not been implemented in Sweden. Nevertheless, industries that operate facilities
posing a potential risk to third party, still reasonably ought to assess the seismic
risk.

One example is the nuclear industry of Sweden, during the 1970’s and beginning
of the 1980’s most of the reactors where built. During this time only the last
two reactors commissioned in 1985, where constructed incorporating earthquake
resistant design. However, in 2005 a regulation was effectuated postulating that
verification against earthquake action, was to be performed retroactively, Rydell
(2014).

Regarding dams, the U.S. Department of Homeland Security state that modern
analysis methods may differ significantly from those used when many older dams
were designed. Therefore existing structures might be found deficient using modern
standards, FEMA 2005. Reviews of a number of old buttress dams, have resulted
in rehabilitation, with regard to inadequate structural performance for earthquake
action, Mills-Bria and Hall (2004), Babbitt et al. (2000).
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.2 Aim and goals

The primary aim of the thesis work is to determine the response of Swedish buttress
dams subjected to Swedish earthquake loading. However, in order to fulfil the
primary aim, a set of goals are defined. The complete set of aim and goals are
summarized as follows.

• Make an inventory on Swedish buttress dams based on parameters of possible
vulnerability of seismic action.

• Make an inventory of Swedish seismic data that can be applied to dams.

• Perform a credible estimate of the response of a Swedish buttress dam when
subjected to earthquake loading.

1.3 Research methodology

To achieve the set of aim and goals defined for the master thesis, a variety of methods
are required. Each aim or goal will be addressed according to the methods presented
in the following.

To be able to evaluate a population of structures, the first requirement is to acquire
a reliable inventory of the population, collecting vital data for the evaluation. This
is to be done by comparison of records of dams from different sources, to make
a preliminary compilation of the buttress dams in Sweden higher than 20 meters.
Thereafter an indepth study of the original construction drawings is conducted for
selected dams. The construction drawings will provide geometrical properties, en-
abling categorisation regarding seismic vulnerability on the basis of slenderness.

Equally important is an inventory of the seismic data available to conduct evaluation
of structures. This inventory is performed by a literature study on the subject.

There are several techniques of seismic evaluation of structures available. The
present state-of-the-art is numerical techniques. However, within the numerical
field, different techniques are used to perform seismic analysis of dams. A goal is
to evaluate if comparable calculation techniques entail variation of attained results.
To achieve this, a literature study will be conducted as well as case studies, where
techniques are evaluated for earthquake loading of buttress dams.

The primary aim of assessing the behaviour of a Swedish buttress dam subjected
to earthquake loading may be determined as preceding goals have been met. The
preceding goals will form the basis for the case studies. The case studies will in turn
provide means of assessing and evaluating the behaviour of Swedish buttress dams
subjected to a Swedish earthquake.
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Chapter 2

Structural dynamics

2.1 Pseudo dynamic analysis

The simplest implementation of seismic action for evaluation of structures is to
consider the inertia force as an additional static force. According to Berg (2014),
the additional static force is assumed to act through the centre of gravity of the
dam. The magnitude, of the seismic force is determined by the implementation of
a seismic coefficient, λ, that is based on the design intensity. The seismic force Fm
is calculated by Equation 2.1.

Fm = λgM (2.1)

where,

λ is the seismic coefficient, typically in the range of 0.1-0.2 [-]

g is the gravity [m/s2]

M is the mass of the structure [kg]

The dynamic water pressure is taken into account by an additional force Fw, obtained
by Equation 2.2.

Fw = 0.555λρh2 (2.2)

where,

ρ is the density of water [kg/m3]

h is the water depth on the upstream side of the dam [m]

Fw is assumed to act at a height of 4h/3π above the reservoir bottom, Berg (2014).
This method has traditionally been used to evaluate stability and it may still be
used to evaluate stability and in preliminary design, USACE (2007).

3



CHAPTER 2. STRUCTURAL DYNAMICS

2.2 Dynamic analysis

The first part of this section presents an introduction to dynamic systems. Initially,
only single degree of freedom system is considered and later multiple degrees of
freedom systems. Thereafter, solution techniques for numerical analyses are briefly
covered, before boundary conditions and damping properties of a dynamic system
are reviewed.

2.2.1 Single degree of freedom

A dynamic system in its simplest form may be idealised as a rigid body with a
mass attached to a massless spring and resting on a frictionless surface. The system
can also be complemented with a viscous damper to express the ability of energy
dissipation. This configuration of a dynamic system is presented in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1: Single degree of freedom system. Reproduced from Chopra (2014)

This can be referred to as a single degree of freedom system, SDOF. The movement
of the rigid body in degree of freedom u, is described by Equation 2.3, denoted as
the equation of motion, Chopra (2014).

mü+ cu̇+ ku = F (t) (2.3)

where,

m is the mass [kg]

ü is the acceleration [m/s2]

c is the damping [-]

u̇ is the velocity [m/s]

k is the stiffness [N/m]

u is the displacement [m]

F is the force [N]

4



2.2. DYNAMIC ANALYSIS

t is the time [s]

If the force of Equation 2.3 is resulting in a displacement, u, of the body, and is
thereafter is released, the body will start to oscillate. If damping is not considered
the oscillation about the base state would continue indefinitely. The oscillation may
be described by the angular circular frequency, ω, which is give in Equation 2.4.

ω =
√
k

m
(2.4)

where,

ω is the angular circular frequency [rad/s]

The frequency, expressed in hertz, and the natural period, expressed in seconds,
may be obtained by Equation 2.5 and Equation 2.6 respectively.

fn = 2π
ω

(2.5)

where,

fn is the frequency [Hz]

Tn = ω

2π (2.6)

where,

Tn is the natural period [s]

If the viscous damper in Figure 2.1 is considered, the amplitude of the oscillation
would gradually decrease as energy is dissipated. The equation of motion, Equation
2.3, is a second order differential equation. The solution of the equation therefore
requires that the initial conditions u = u(0) and u̇(0) are known. The solution of
the equation of motion is presented in Equation 2.7

u(t) = Acos(ωt) +Bsin(ωt) + F (t)
k

(2.7)

where,

A and B are the constants of integration [-]

5



CHAPTER 2. STRUCTURAL DYNAMICS

In the context of structural dynamics, initial conditions are usually a structure at
rest. This results in the solutions A = −F (t)/k and B = 0. For dynamic problems
related to earthquakes the external force of the equation of motion is replaced by
an effective earthquake force acting in opposite direction of the ground acceleration.
The equation of motion for ground excitation is presented in equation 2.8, Chopra
(2014).

mü+ cu̇+ ku = −müg (2.8)

where,

üg is the ground acceleration [m/s2]

2.2.2 Multi degree of freedom

Few structures may accurately be described with only one degree of freedom. There-
fore, multi degree of freedom systems MDOF, are more relevant to real world appli-
cations. An example of an idealised MDOF system, consisting of two rigid bodies,
with masses, three viscous dampers and three springs is shown in Figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2: Multi degree of freedom system. Reproduced from Chopra (2014).

The equation of motion of the idealized system of Figure 2.2, is presented in equi-
librium state in Equation 2.9.

[
m1 0
0 m2

] [
ü1
ü2

]
+
[
c1 + c2 −c2
−c2 c1 + c3

] [
u̇1
u̇2

]
+
[
k1 + k2 −k2
−k2 k1 + k3

] [
u1
u2

]
=
[
0
0

]
(2.9)

Equation 2.9 in more compact writing is presented in Equation 2.10.

mü+ cu̇+ ku = 0 (2.10)

where,

m is the mass matrix

ü is the vector of acceleration

6



2.2. DYNAMIC ANALYSIS

c is the damping matrix

u̇ is the vector of velocity

k is the stiffness matrix

u is the vector of displacement

Equation 2.9 and Equation 2.10 are coupled through the matrices, i.e., the displace-
ments may not be solved for individually. The coupling, consist of the terms out
of the matrix diagonal. How the problem can be solved depends on the properties
of the system. In the case that the system is linear and that the damping can be
considered classical, i.e., each natural mode of vibration is associated with a real
valued damping ratio, modal analysis is possible, Chopra (2014).

2.2.3 Modal analysis and superposition

Modal analysis is a method to solve the dynamic behaviour of a structure. It may
also represents the first step, when solving for the deformation of the complete
MDOF system. Modal analysis determines the natural frequencies and correspond-
ing natural mode shapes. The second step, is to solve the equation of motion for
the individual natural modes. The last step, is to superposition the individual re-
sponses from each natural mode to obtain the complete response. The following
modal analysis and superposition procedure follow the outline of Chopra (2014).

Modal analysis

The deformed shape of a natural mode n, is described by a time independent vector
φn. The time dependence of the displacement is introduced by a harmonic function,
presented in Equation (2.11).

qn(t) = Ancosωnt+Bnsinωnt (2.11)

where,

qn is the harmonic force function of mode number n [m]

The shape vector and the harmonic force function describes the displacement of the
natural mode. The displacement vector is described by Equation (2.12).

u(t) = φnqn(t) (2.12)

where,

φn is the vector describing the deformed shape of mode number n [-]

7



CHAPTER 2. STRUCTURAL DYNAMICS

For the following explanation, Equation (2.10), is considered as undamped. If the
displacement and acceleration of the undamped Equation 2.10, are substituted by
the solution of Equation (2.11) and its second derivative, times φn. Then the result-
ing equation relates the natural circular frequencies and mode shapes to the stiffness
and mass, as seen in Equation 2.13.

[
k − ω2

nm
]
φn = 0 (2.13)

If φn is non zero, a vector of natural circular frequencies may be obtained from
Equation (2.14).

det
[
k − ω2

nm
]

= 0 (2.14)

When the natural circular frequencies are known, Equation (2.13) can be solved
for the mode shapes. Mode shapes and natural frequencies can be structured in
matrices in accordance with the Equation (2.15).

Φ =


φ11 φ12 · · · φ1n
φ21 φ22 φ2n
... ... . . . ...
φn1 φn2 · · · φnn

 Ω2 =


ω2

1
ω2

2
. . .

ω2
n

 (2.15)

Natural modes have the inherent property of being orthogonal. This is an important
property that enables the mass and stiffness matrices to be reduced to diagonal
matrices. The operation is shown in Equation (2.16). The reduction to diagonal
matrices decouples the system to individual equations of motion, one for each natural
mode.

M = ΦTmΦ K = ΦTkΦ (2.16)

where,

M is the matrix of decoupled mass

K is the matrix of decoupled stiffness

If classical damping is assumed, the equation of motion of a dynamic system can be
described by Equation (2.17) as a sum of N of individual equations or by Equation
(2.18) with diagonal matrices. Displacements are written in modal coordinate q.

N∑
r=1
φTnmφrq̈ +

N∑
r=1
φTncφrq̇ +

N∑
r=1
φTnkφrq = φTnF (t) (2.17)

8



2.2. DYNAMIC ANALYSIS

Mq̈ +Cq̇ +Kq = F (t) (2.18)

where,

q is a modal coordinate

q is the vector of modal coordinates

C(t) is the diagonal damping matrix

F (t) is the column vector of modal forces

Modal contribution

For a large number of decoupled equations, all equations do not require evaluation
in order to obtain an accurate answer in most cases. Thus, evaluation of a suffi-
cient amount of equations will provide time savings. The appropriate number of
modes may be chosen from a consideration of the mass participation factor, given
in Equation (2.19). (Datta, 2010)

ρn =

n∑
r=1

mrφnr

Mtot

(2.19)

where,

ρn is the mass participation factor of the nth mode shape [-]

mr is the mass attached to th rth degree of freedom [kg]

φnr is the nth mode shape coefficient for the rth degree of freedom [-]

Mtot is the total mass of the structure [kg]

The appropriate number N, of modes is considered by Equation (2.20).

N∑
n=1

ρn = 0.95 (2.20)

Response superposition

By superpositioning the contribution of all natural modes of a response quantity
a total response for a structure is obtained. Equation (2.21) is a summation of N
number of natural modes, Chopra (2014).

r(t) =
N∑
i=1

rstn ω
2
nu(t) (2.21)

9



CHAPTER 2. STRUCTURAL DYNAMICS

where,

r(t) is the total temporal response of N modes

rstn is the equivalent static response of considered quantity

If the excitation is time independent and instead depend on the damping and natural
period (as expressed in responses spectra), the individual response can be expressed
as in Equation (2.22).

rno = rstn Sa(ξn, ωn) (2.22)

where,

rno is the time independent response associated with natural mode number n

Sa(ξn, ωn) is the acceleration associated with natural mode number n [m/s2]

As the equation is time independent, there is no possibility to determine when the
peak response occurs. Due to this, it is not possible to find an exact response
when utilizing, for example, the response spectra method. Superposition of the
absolute values of the peak responses implies an upper bound and is unlikely to
ever occur. A combination of absolute values yields a conservative response. To
obtain more realistic results, various methods of combining modal responses have
been proposed. According to Chopra (2014), the square-root-of-square (SRSS), is
the most used method. The SRSS peak value of response, is calculated by Equation
(2.23).

ro '
(

N∑
i=1

r2
no

) 1
2

(2.23)

The SRSS method provides accurate estimates of responses for structures with well-
separated natural frequencies. However, SRSS is not applicable to structures with
closely spaced natural frequencies. For structures with closely spaced natural fre-
quencies, the complete quadratic combination (CQC), may be used. CQC is given
in Equation (2.24).

ro '
(

N∑
i=1

r2
no +

N∑
i=1

N∑
i=1

ρinriorno

) 1
2

(2.24)

where,

ρin is the correlation coefficient [-]

rio and rno are the natural modal responses, i 6= n

10



2.2. DYNAMIC ANALYSIS

If equal modal damping is assumed, the correlation coefficient ρin can be calculated
by Equation (2.25). However, suggestions for how to calculate ρin have been pre-
sented by several authors and have, therefore, provided different solutions, Chopra
(2014).

ρin = 8ξ2(1 + βin)β
3
2
in

(1− β2
in)2 + 4ξ2βin(1 + βin)2 (2.25)

where,

ξ is the level of modal damping [-]

βin is the a ratio of included natural frequencies [-]

2.2.4 Linear time history analysis

Time history analysis is performed when the loading is time dependent. The input
for the calculation consists of values of a loading quantity, commonly discretized at
evenly spaced points of time, denoted time histories.

In order to solve the structural response with respect to the time history, numerical
time stepping techniques are employed. This may be performed as direct integration
or by mode superposition technique.

Explicit direct integration

An explicit integration method calculates the state of the following integration step
by the state of the current step. One example of an explicit method is the Central
Difference method which is presented below. With known initial conditions, the
values of üt+∆t and u̇t+∆t for the following step may be calculated from Equations
(2.26) and (2.27) respectively. (USACE, 2003)

üt = 1
∆t2 [ut−∆t − 2ut + ut+∆t] (2.26)

u̇t = 1
2∆t [ut−∆t + ut+∆t] (2.27)

where,

∆t is the time step [s]

Displacements are solved by combining Equations (2.26) and (2.27) with the equa-
tion of motion, as presented in Equation (2.28).
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( 1
∆t2m+ 1

2∆tc
)
ut+∆t = pt −

(
k − 2

∆t2m
)
ut −

( 1
∆t2m−

1
2∆t

)
ut−∆t (2.28)

This solution method has the advantage of a formulation where the stiffness matrix
does not need to be inverted, since it appears on the right hand side of the equation,
Bathe (1982). In implicit integration methods, the force is obtained as the product
of mass and acceleration rather than stiffness and displacements, Mills-Bria et al.
(2006).

The explicit integration method is most efficient if low order shape functions in
relatively larger numbers are used. This is because the large stiffness matrix does not
need to be stored, which is capacity demanding. However, for reaching convergence,
this requires substantially more elements than the corresponding quantity of higher
order elements for the same purpose. What governs the CPU time for an explicit
analysis is a function of the smallest stable time step and the number of elements
contained in the model, i.e. doubling the number of elements in the model doubles
the CPU computation time, Mills-Bria et al. (2006).

Stability of the solution is assured by assigning the time step a sufficiently low value.
This value must fulfill the condition of Equation (2.29), Chopra (2014).

∆t
Tn

<
1
π

(2.29)

Explicit integration solution techniques are suitable for solving problems of rapidly
changing conditions. Examples of such problems are the following, according to
Mills-Bria et al. (2006).

• Short duration dynamic events

• Contact problems with bodies affecting each other

• Post-buckling where the stiffness of the structure is rapidly changing

• Material degradation problems, for example cracking of concrete or yielding
of reinforcement, as the stiffness becomes zero

Implicit direct integration

The implicit integration technique, use a stepwise integration. For each integration
step, equilibrium of forces must be obtained. Equilibrium of the next step is achieved
by using equilibrium equations at the next time step, t + ∆t. By this approach
conditions pertaining to t+∆t need to be assumed in order to satisfy the equilibrium
equation. This assumption may be performed in different ways depending on the
implicit integration method used. However, the method of assuming the conditions
of next step have impact on the stability of the method in conjunction with the step
length. One general purpose implicit method is the Newmark-β-method, USACE
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(2003). The equilibrium equations of displacement and velocity, ut+∆t and u̇t+∆t,
used in the Newmark-β method is presented in Equation (2.30) and (2.31), Newmark
(1959).

ut+∆t = ut + ∆tu̇t + ∆t2
[(1

2 − β
)
üt + βüt+∆t

]
(2.30)

u̇t+∆t = u̇t + ∆t [(1− γ) üt + γüt+∆t] (2.31)

where,

β and γ are weighting factors used to control stability and accuracy of the solution
[-]

The weighting factors were found by Newmark (1959) and for certain values of β
and γ, the value can be interpreted as additional physical properties of the system.
If chosen out of certain bounds, γ values affects the results unfortunately in terms
of spurious damping.

γ ≤ 0 negativ damping will result and self-exciting vibration will arise from the
numerical procedure alone

γ > 1
2 positive damping is introduced even without real damping present, which
will decrease the magnitude of the response

γ in the Newmark-β method should always be set to 1
2 , according to USACE (2003).

For values of β, the following fixed values implement specific integrations, according
to Newmark (1959),

β = 1
4 corresponds to the uniform acceleration

β = 1
6 corresponds to the linearly varying acceleration

β = 1
8 corresponds to a step function with uniform value equal to the initial value
maintained half of the time step and a uniform value equal to the final value
of the time step maintained for the second half

For a β value of 1
4 , the method is unconditionally stable. For β equals 1

6 , it is
conditionally stable. Stability is assured in the linear acceleration case by reducing
the time step so that Equation (2.32) is fullfilled, USACE (2003).

∆t
Tn
≤
√

3
π

(2.32)
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For implementation in computer programs, a generalized version of the Newmark-β
method is commonly used. The Hilbert, Huges and Taylor α-method (HHT-α),
has second order accuracy and is also unconditionally stable when the conditions of
Equation (2.33) are fullfilled.

−1
3 ≤ α ≤ 0

β = (1− α2)
4

γ = 1
2 − α

(2.33)

where,

α is a weighting factor used to control the stability and accuracy of the solution [-]

While the equilibrium equations of the Newmark-β method are the same as Equation
(2.30) and (2.31), the equation of motion is modified according to Equation (2.34)
incorporating α.

mümümüt+∆t + (1 + α)cu̇cu̇cu̇t + (1 + α)kukukut+∆t − αkukukut = (1 + α)fff t+∆t − αfff t (2.34)

where,

fff t is the force at time t [N]

When α = 0 the HHT-α method reduces to the linear acceleration Newmark-β
method, USACE (2003).

The method of acquiring force by stiffness and displacement requires large matrices
to be stored. However after reaching equilibrium between external and internal
forces, the displacements at nodes are obtained. Then stress and strain can be
computed, which is a straight forward operation as long as the stiffness is constant,
providing a linear relation, Mills-Bria et al. (2006).

Mode superposition and direct integration

If the time integration is to be performed for a large number of steps, it should
be evaluated if accurate results can be obtained by considering a limited amount
of natural modes. If so, it is more computationally cost effective to transform
the system and perform integration in modal coordinates. The stepwise procedure
of mode superposition in time history analysis is outlined by USACE (2003) and
constitute the following steps.
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1. Solve the eigenvalues and eigenvectors for modal coordinate transformation

2. Solve the decoupled modal equilibrium equations by direct integration

3. Superposition, i.e. summarize, the modal responses

2.2.5 Nonlinear time history analysis

With nonlinear analyses it is possible to describe phenomena that are departing from
a strict linear behaviour. Therefore, the method is versatile, and applicable to a wide
range of problems. Nevertheless, the ability to describe a nonlinear behaviour entails
complexity in posing realistic mathematical and numerical models, to represent these
phenomena as well as solving the resulting nonlinear equations. Within the field of
structural engineering, the nonlinearity can be categorised in three main groups,
Cook et al. (2002).

• Material

• Geometrical

• Contact

The common factor for all the categories is that the solution is displacement depen-
dent. This fact pose the same difficulty for an implicit dynamic solution algorithm,
as well as for a equivalent static algorithm. Similar methods are therefore applied
to the solution. Within a time step ∆t, iterations may be needed for the solution to
converge, i.e. to satisfy the equilibrium equations. If the algorithm is conditionally
stable then adjustments of the time step needs to be made to account for changes
of the nonlinear properties affecting the highest natural frequency considered, Cook
et al. (2002).

Material nonlinearity

Material nonlinearities entail changes of stiffness properties. Material models can
also be defined as related to stress level or be rate dependent for example. Plastic-
ity described with Von Mises yield criterion would be nonlinearly stress dependent,
while creep can be nonlinearly dependent of time and stress. Compared to linear
analyses, more comprehensive testing of material properties are required for defi-
nition of nonlinear material models. The use of well suited material models are a
prerequisite for use of nonlinear analysis methods stated by SS-EN 1992-1-1:2005
(2005).

Because of the similarity between convergence within a time step and convergence
to a static problem, the method of Newton-Rahpson will be demonstrated for a one
degree of freedom system that include nonlinear material properties, Cook et al.
(2002).
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The unknown displacement u is for a linear equation sought for load F , see Equation
(2.35).

ku = F (2.35)

In the nonlinear case, the stiffnes is replaced by the tangent stiffness kt(u), defined
by Equation (2.36), where the initial tangent stiffness is denoted kt(0).

kt = dF

du
(2.36)

where,

kt is the tangent stiffness

The solution of u is initiated by an application of the force and calculation of the
resulting displacement, which is denoted by capital letters for each iterative approxi-
mation. The performed steps to find the iteration approximation of u is presented in
Equation (2.37) and Equation (2.38) for the first and second iteration respectively.

kt0∆u = F1 ∆u = k−1
t0 F1 ua = 0 + ∆u (2.37)

kta∆u = F1 ∆u = k−1
ta F1 ub = ua + ∆u (2.38)

where,

∆u is the change in displacement

ua and ub are the approximations of u acquired during the first and second iteration

kta is the tangent stiffness related to displacement ua

The procedure is performed until the error falls below a specified limit of conver-
gence. In this case, it is defined as an error of force, expressed in Equation (2.39).

eF1N = F1 − k(u)uN (2.39)

where,

eF1N is the force error of iteration number N

k(u) is the stiffness evaluated at current displacement

uN is the displacement of iteration number N
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The iteration procedure is visualised in Figure 2.3.

Figure 2.3: Newton-Raphson iterative procedure. Reproduction from Cook et al.
(2002).

Geometric nonlinearity

Geometric nonlinearity occurs as deformation of a structure entails changes of the
orientation of external forces or internal resisting forces and moments. This mean
that the equilibrium equations must be formulated for an unknown geometry, which
requires an iterative solution method.

Contact nonlinearity

Contact nonlinearity can be of the form where a gap is subjected to opening and
closing. Such behaviour could lead to variation in contact area and contact stress.
Sliding parts may be exerting frictional forces. Implementation of contact in finite
element calculations are commonly achieved by application of special contact ele-
ments. A penalty function enforces the constraints and this can be further explored
in for example Cook et al. (2002). Contact conditions is defined for a function of
penetration, presented in Equation (2.40).

h(u1, u2, u3...) ≤ 0 (2.40)

where,

h is the penetration of nodes

un is the numbers of freedoms

If the contact is defined as "hard contact", it is generally considered as active or
non-active. For each time step in a time history analysis the objective of the contact
equilibrium equation, is to determine the contact area and the stresses transmitted
by the area. An iterative procedure to find the equilibrium of a contact problem is
presented in Figure 2.4.
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1) Determine
contact state

2)Do not apply
constraint

2)Apply
constraint

5)Point opens
severe

discontinuity
iteration

5)Point closes
severe

discontinuity
iteration

3)Perform
iteration

4) Check for
changes
in contact

6) Check
eqiulibrium

Open Closed

No changes

pressure < 0 pressure > 0

Begin increment

End increment

h ≤ 0h > 0

No ConvergenceConvergence

Figure 2.4: Contact evaluation flow chart. Reproduction from 2.4.

The iterative solution could be "bouncing" between open and closed states and
thereby have difficulty converging in some cases, Cook et al. (2002). This state
is expected if several iterations is performed where the solution proceeds from box
4) to box 5) in figure 2.4.

Friction can be described by means of Coulomb friction according to ABAQUS
(2006). The Coulomb friction provides a simple but often sufficient approximation
of the frictional behaviour for many engineering problems. The Coulomb friction
is independent on surface area and roughness, instead a friction coefficient, is uti-
lized. The friction force is dependent on the friction coefficient and the normal force
according to Equation (2.41), (Popov, 2010).

FR = µsFN (2.41)

where,

FR is the friction force [N]

µs is the friction coefficient [-]

FN is the normal force [N]
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2.3 Damping

Dissipation of kinetic energy occurs by damping in a structure, thus, damping is
the process that diminishes the amplitude of vibration. Typically, there are several
interacting phenomena responsible for energy dissipation. According to Cook et al.
(2002), damping that influences structural dynamic problems can be referred to four
physical phenomena.

• Viscous damping is supplied by gas or liquid that surrounds the structure. It
can also be supplied by installation of viscous dampers

• Hysteresis damping is an inherent material damping property as material plas-
ticity occurs at microscopic scale, under macroscopic elastic conditions. Cyclic
energy dissipation is independent of frequency

• Coulomb damping derives from dry friction and may arise from joint slippage
for example

• Radiation damping, appearing as energy, is dissipated into an unbounded vast
media such as the foundation

An accurate mathematical description of the combined effects of above mentioned
phenomena are not possible with present knowledge. Thus it is not possible to calcu-
late the damping ratio from the physical dimensions of a structure and its material
properties. Damping is therefore simplified and based on empirical knowledge or
dynamical experiments.

The simplification of damping assumes an equivalent viscous damping. The damping
is rate dependent and linearly increasing with frequency. Rate independent damp-
ing, simulating for example Coulomb damping or hysteresis, is also a possibility.
However, it is seldom used compared to equivalent viscous damping which can also
simulate these two cases. (Chopra, 2014)

Formulation of the damping matrix depend on the solution technique to be used
for the equation of motion. If mode superposition is to be used, a modal damping
matrix may be defined. If instead direct integration techniques are to be used,
proportional damping have to be formulated.

Considering concrete hydraulic structures, USACE estimates that an effective damp-
ing ratio of 5% of critical damping is reasonable in the stress region of yielding and
cracking development. However, damping is used in a range from as low as 2%
of critical damping at low stress levels to as much as 10% of critical damping for
post cracking and yield initiation. Then energy dissipation takes place through joint
opening and pronounced yielding and cracking. (USACE, 2007)
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2.3.1 Modal damping

If a structure has classical damping, which is the cases if all vibrational modes
are real valued and corresponds to an associated undamped system, then Equation
(2.42) represent a diagonal square matrix.

CCC = ΦΦΦTcccΦΦΦ (2.42)

This is a prerequisite for solving an uncoupled system of equations, Chopra (2014).
The modal damping ratio is expressed by Equation (2.43) for each mode of vibration.

ζn = Cn
2Mnωn

(2.43)

were,

ζn is the damping ratio to critical for natural vibration mode number n [-]

Cn is the damping of mode number n [-]

Mn is the mass of mode number n [kg]

ωn is the natural frequency of mode number n [rad/s]

This entails that the modal damping ratio of modes 1...n, in principle could be de-
termined by studying amplitude decay in a free vibration test of a given structure.
However, it would be practically cumbersome for most structures, Chopra (2014).

2.3.2 Proportional damping

Rayleigh damping is a formulation of damping that is proportional to the inherent
properties of a structure. The damping ratio is a linear combination of a mass-
and a stiffness component. The mass proportional damping dominates the restoring
force development during low natural frequencies, while high natural frequencies are
increasingly dominated by the stiffness proportional component. The expression for
a damping matrix composed of Rayleigh damping is given in Equation (2.44).

C = αM + βK (2.44)

where

α is the mass proportional damping parameter [-]

β is the stiffness proportional damping parameter [-]
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For a case of a single degree of freedom system, the damping ratio may be calculated
by Equation (2.45).

ζn = α

2
1
ωn

+ β

2ωn (2.45)

To obtain the two damping parameters α and β, Equation (2.46) is used.

1
2

[
1/ωi ωi
ωj ωj

]{
α
β

}
=
{
ζi
ζj

}
→
{
α
β

}
= 2 ωiωj

ω2
i + ω2

j

[
ωi −ωj

1/ωi −1/ωj

]{
ζi
ζj

}
(2.46)

If ωi and ωj have the same damping ratio, ζi = ζj, Equation (2.46) can be simplified
to Equation (2.47).

{
α
β

}
= 2 ζ

ωi + ωj

[
ωiωj

1

]
(2.47)

For any set of natural frequencies ωi and ωj, the damping ratio of an arbitrary
natural frequency ωn, can be determined as illustrated in Figure 2.5.

Figure 2.5: Relationship between damping ratio and frequency for Rayleigh damp-
ing. Reproduction from Chopra (2014).

Spears and Jensen parameters

Determination of the frequencies ωi and ωj for calculation of Rayleigh damping may
be determined based on engineering judgement. However, a case study by Hellgren
(2014) revels large discrepancies of structural response for different ωi and ωj selec-
tions. These results stress the importance of a systematic choice of frequencies to
obtain accurate results.

The method proposed by Spears and Jensen is intended for use when a specified
modal damping ratio is desired. This can be the case if damping is specified by a
code or if empirical values of damping for similar structures are known. The Spears
and Jensen method excites the same amount of effective mass as the equivalent
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constant modal damping. The frequencies ωi and ωj are obtained by an iterative
procedure suggested by Spears and Jensen (2012).

1. Produce a plot containing cumulative effective mass versus frequency of the
structure, from a modal analysis

2. Produce a modal damped response spectrum, based on the intended time
history

3. Define the minimum natural frequency where Rayleigh damping will be equal
to modal damping. Approximately 5% of the cumulative effective mass is
excited at this frequency

4. Define the maximum natural frequency where Rayleigh damping will be equal
to modal damping. Initially approximated to the frequency where 50% of the
cumulative effective mass is excited

5. Rayleigh α and β coefficients are obtained from above mentioned natural fre-
quencies, to compliance with the modal damping

6. Produce a Rayleigh damped response spectrum, based on the intended time
history

7. For each of the effective masses the modal damped response value is sub-
tracted from the Rayleigh damped response. The product is multiplied with
the related effective mass

8. Sum all values and evaluate whether the result is acceptable or not

The result is evaluated by assessing the resulting sum. The sum is to be as low as
possible and if the sum is negative the resulting damping over the frequency range
is conservative in relation to the modal damping. (Spears and Jensen, 2012)
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Chapter 3

Earthquakes

3.1 General seismology

Earthquakes are destructive phenomena, that affects the earth’s crust. The earth-
quake, emanates from release of energy. The energy has commonly been built up in
the crust, as a consequence of plate tectonics.

The earth consists of a core, mantel and a crust. The core of the earth is considerably
warmer than the crust. The temperature gradient, from the interior to the exterior,
results in convectional flow within the mantel. It is commonly accepted, that the
convection, give rise to plate tectonic movements, Sen (2009). However, the plate
movements are restricted, by the friction between the adjoining plates. The friction
induces stress build up, as the plates are restrained from moving. The maximum
stress level that is obtainable, depend on the material properties of the adjoining
plates. When the material strength is reached, which can be approximated by for
example the Mohr-Coulomb failure criteria, the result is a slip between the surfaces,
Bödvarson et al. (2006). Slipping of the crust, results in release of pressure waves
as well as permanent deformation of the crust, denoted as faults.

Large earthquakes, often occur at the boundary zones of plates. However, 95% of the
seismic energy, is released within the interior of plates. This is known as intraplate
earthquakes, Talwani (2014). The knowledge of intraplate seismology, has evolved
during the last decades. According to Talwani (2014), intraplate earthquakes are
less stationary than previously considered and instead indicates a more spatially
random occurrence. However, it is not possible to accurately predict when and
where an earthquakes will occur. Rather, probabilistic estimates are made, i.e. the
probability of occurrence of a certain magnitude earthquake within a specific area.

There are mainly two scales of earthquake categorisation. The first considers a
quantitative assessment of the intensity, by the destructive effects on the landscape
and the constructions. This is an important source of information, as historic ac-
counts are primarily based on intensity estimation. However, factors such as the
earthquake resistance of structures and the population intensity of a specific region,
affect the assessments.
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The other type, is denoted magnitude scales and is based on the measures of seismo-
graphs, recording maximum wave amplitudes. Magnitude scales differ, since they
measure waves with different properties. As a result, certain magnitude scales are
frequency dependent. The common unit of magnitude scales, is the energy unit
erg, that correspond to 107 joule. The most common magnitude scales are briefly
summarized below, Elnashai and Sarno (2008).

ML - Local Magnitude or Richter scale, after its inventor Charles Richter. The
scale is most suitable for measurement of local events, since it is based on epicen-
tral distances less than 600 km. The scale is calibrated to measure medium sized
earthquakes. ML was the prevalent magnitude scale, until the introduction of the
Mw scale, introduced during the 1970s.

Mw - Moment Magnitude, is a frequency independent magnitude scale. The scale is
unlike other magnitude scales, related to the shear mechanism of earthquake faults.
The scale is applicable to the complete spectrum of magnitudes occurring and is
applicable to all geographical regions.

MS - Surface wave Magnitude, is a measure of surface waves travelling parallel to
the earth surface. MS is applicable to measurements of primarily large magnitude
earthquakes, at long distances. Thus, the major drawback of the scale is the inability
to accurately measure small events, close to the epicentre.

3.1.1 Time history

Earthquakes are commonly recorded by measurements of the ground motion, gener-
ated by the development of a fault. The common quantity represented, is accelera-
tion or any of its derivable entities, velocity and displacement. A full representation
of the earthquake, constitute three orthogonal time histories, of which two histo-
ries represent horizontal directions. The third, is representing the vertical direction,
Datta (2010). A time history simulating ground accelerations of an earthquake, is
presented in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1: Time history representation, from CREA (2007).

Since the excitation is different, in the two perpendicular horisontal directions. It
is important to consider the incidence angle, if the data is used for earthquake
engineering problems where unsymmetrical structures are considered.

Time history records represents specific events, which will excite specific frequencies.
However, future earthquakes will likely exhibit different characteristics and thereby
excite other frequencies. Because of this, it is desirable to use a probabilistic ap-
proach, to generate seismic input data. This can be accomplished by generating a
synthetic time history, to match a design spectra, Datta (2010).

3.1.2 Response spectra

Response spectra are regularly used in structural dynamic design. The spectrum
relates the peak values of the physical quantities: acceleration, velocity and displace-
ment. To the dynamic properties, of a single degree of freedom system (SDOF).

The acceleration response, of a spectra depend on the damped natural period and
the damping ratio. This acceleration is denoted pseudo acceleration, in order to dif-
ferentiate from accelerations relating to un-damped natural frequencies. A response
spectra representing the time history of Figure 3.1, is shown in Figure 3.2.

From Figure 3.2, it is apparent that the acceleration obtained for different natural
periods, even when closely spaced, differ substantially. The response spectrum curve
is jagged. As mentioned, the characteristics of future earthquakes are not known.
Therefore, using a specific response spectrum for design of structures, would be
a hazardous approach. For design applications, codes of earthquake engineering
instead specifies smooth spectra, that does not exhibit randomness, in the same
manner. Design spectra in codes, have been developed by the use of several response
spectra. Each spectrum have been normalized, to same peak ground acceleration.
For each frequency, the mean value of all spectra and its standard deviation is used
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Figure 3.2: Response spectrum, from the time history in Figure 3.2

for the resulting spectrum. From these smoother curves, it is easier to idealize a
general envelope of response, according to Chopra (2014). The design spectrum
obtained, is then to be scaled according to PGA, that is determined for the specific
location, where it is used. The design spectra is also dependent on the soil conditions,
that affect the shape of the curves, Jacques (2010). There are for example five soil
classes, related to the design spectra of Eurocode 8, SS-EN 1998 (2009).

3.2 Earthquakes in Sweden

Sweden is located within the Euroasian tectonic plate, according to Zonenshain
(1997). Without the vicinity of plate boundaries, the seismicity exhibit intraplate
characteristics. Historical studies of seismicity, palaeoclimatology, indicate that 10
000 years ago, the northernmost parts of Sweden was subjected to large earthquakes
of Mw =8. These events are however, considered to be caused by the retraction of
the most recent ice sheet, covering Scandinavia. The faults, that originated from
these events, show rather low seismic activity today. However, whether this indicate
a relaxation and thus decreasing risk of an earthquake, or if the risk pertains, is
unknown. Actual data of earthquakes, have been measured in Sweden since 1904.
During this period, that in palaeoecological context is a short time span, there have
been earthquakes of up to Ms =5.4 in the close vicinity of Sweden, Bödvarson et al.
(2006).

In a seismological survey, performed in connection with the planning of a nuclear fuel
repository, Bödvarson et al. (2006) predicts that during the next 1000 years, there
is to be expected a M =6 earthquake to occur and considering a period of 10 000
years, a M =7 earthquake is expected. However, considering the above mentioned
short time span of seismic data, which include few large earthquakes, the statistical
evaluation is uncertain according to Bödvarson et al. (2006).
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3.2.1 Available seismic data for design

Standards of seismic design, normally refer to national seismic hazard maps, for
selection of peak ground acceleration values, USACE (2007), SS-EN 1998 (2009).
No such maps have been developed for the Swedish territory. This makes earth-
quake assessments difficult, due to the lack of fundamental data. Two manageable
approaches to acquire seismic data for design in Sweden, are described in the fol-
lowing.

Extrapolation of data from adjacent territories

In 1998, the Norwegian Council for Building Standardization presented a seismic
zonation map, covering both on- and offshore Norwegian territories. The map is
part of the National Application Document NAD, used in conjunction with the
European Standard EN.

Preceding 1998, ordinary load bearing structures were designed without respect to
ground motion. The cause for the change of practise, was motivated by reasons
including the facts that: future seismic activity has higher potential than earlier
anticipated, modern structures may be more slender and stronger, however; less
ductile and with higher utilization level. As well as the high failure consequence, of
special structures such as nuclear waste storage, dams for hydroelectric plants and
petroleum offshore facilities.

The zonation maps are discretized by a grid of 50 times 50 kilometers with isoseismal
lines. Maps are provided for return periods of 100, 475, 1 000 and 10 000 years, of
peak ground accelerations, Bungum et al. (1998).

In Figure 3.3 and in Figure 3.4, the zonation maps for a return period of 10 000
years are presented for the northern and southern part of Norway respectively.

From the zonation maps, it is possible to estimate peak ground acceleration levels
for the Swedish border territories. From Figure 3.3 and 3.4, it can be concluded
that the peak ground acceleration values for annual probability of 10−4, varies from
0.9 m/s2 to 2.4 m/s2. Two areas of higher seismic potential, one in the south and
one in the north, are separated by an area of lower seismic potential in the middle
of the territory. An extrapolation of data, was suggested by Bodare and Kulhanek
(2006) for the two fill dams Fageråssjön and Höljes, situated at ◦N60.86◦E12.88 and
◦N60.96◦E12.54, respectively. These locations are relatively close to the Norwegian
boarder in the province of Värmland.

During the preparation of Bungum et al. (1998), it was concluded that regional
effects and variation return period, had low effect on the shape of the generated
design spectra. Therefore a uniform hazard spectra with peak ground acceleration
normalization, could be utilized. The normalization is of significant importance,
since the return period has large effect on the level of PGA. Especially for areas of
low and moderate seismic activity, such as Norway, where large events rarely occurs.

The seismic zonation map, represent characteristic values of PGA. Values for design
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Figure 3.3: Seismic zonation map of northern Norway from Bungum et al. (1998)

Figure 3.4: Seismic zonation map of southern Norway from Bungum et al. (1998)

are obtained by use of a seismic factor, dependent on consequence class, γl. Design
value for horizontal PGA is obtained according to Equation 3.1.
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ag = γl0.8aq40Hz (3.1)

where,

ag is the dimensioning value for PGA

γl is the factor of seismic consequence class, equal to 2.0 for large dams in Norway

aq40Hz is characteristic PGA

The vertical acceleration is taken as 0.9aq40Hz, NS-EN 1998 (2014).

A set of three recorded time histories are suggested to represent the Norwegian
uniform hazard spectra, during time history analyses. The set to be used, depend
on the level of PGA. The characteristics of the time histories are presented in Table
3.1, Bungum et al. (1998).

Table 3.1: Norweigan suggested Time history representation.

Rec. No Earthquake Rec. site Comp. Dist. Mag. PGA
1a Nahanni, Site3 360 29 6.9 1.53
1b Canada 270 29 6.9 1.61
1c UP 29 6.9 1.26
2a Imperial Valley, Superstition 135 24 5.7 2.01
2b USA Mountain UP 24 5.7 0.81
2c 45 24 5.7 0.93
3a Friuli, Tarcento NS 19 5.2 2.19
3b Ialy VT 19 5.2 0.69
3c EW 19 5.2 0.80

Comparison of the Norwegian uniform hazard spectra and the EC part 8 equivalent,
normalized with same PGA at 40 Hz, reveals larger acceleration content at lower
frequencies for the EC spectra, which may be seen in Bungum et al. (1998). This
show a difference, between spectra presumably derived based on large magnitude
earthquakes and on low magnitude earthquakes. The former, typically possesses
higher energy at lower frequencies whereas the latter have maximum energy content
at higher frequencies, Bungum et al. (1998).

Utilization of Swedish data

In 1992, a report on seismic safety for the Swedish nuclear power plant sites was
presented. Behind the report was the Swedish nuclear power inspectorate (SKI),
in association with the electric utilities Vattenfall, Sydkraft and OKG. The report
suggests data, containing values of PGA, to be used for seismic evaluation of the nu-
clear power plants. The data is generally applicable for design purpose of structures.
The data have been derived by evaluation of fenoscandian seismic and geologic con-
ditions, as a basis, for adjustment of Japanese strong motion data. The rationale
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of this approach, lies in the fact that the geological and seismological conditions
have low impact on the shape of strong motion response spectra. Also, the use of
actual strong motion data from another region, is more reliable than up-scaling of
data from low seismic regions lacking strong ground motion records, according to
Bystedt et al. (1992).

Uniform hazard spectra, were developed for three return periods: 100 000, 1 000
000 and 10 000 000 years. Each spectra is also associated with a damping value of
0.5%, 2%, 5%, 7% or 10%. Spectra for the three return periods with 5% damping
is presented i figure 3.5.
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Figure 3.5: Horizontal uniform hazard response spectra, Bystedt et al. (1992)

However, these uniform hazard spectra are associated to extremely rare events. For
more frequent return periods, the data is not directly applicable. In order to use the
data for more frequent events, a scaling of the amplitude ought to be performed.
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Standard and guidelines for
seismic loading

Earthquake design is normally not considered in Sweden due to low seismic activity.
However, there are several standards and guidelines that treat dam safety in different
regions in the world. The design requirements and guidelines considering seismic
loading is compared, and the focus is on the return periods that are considered for
seismic events. The finding are presented in the following three sections.

4.1 Eurocode 8

Since 2011, the standard SS-EN 1998 have been issued in Sweden as the national
design code regarding construction with respect to seismic effects. The regulation
states that the methods are to be applied to all member states. However, national
zonation maps of peak ground acceleration, along with other permissive parameters
have to be defined by the domestic regulatory bodies. As such, the National Board of
Housing and the Swedish Road Administration have issued the following statements.

The National Board of Housing declare, that "the Board of Housing has not found
it necessary to issue regulations or general guidance on the use of EN 1998 since
it will only be of use in Sweden in special cases. Upon such applications, special
expertise is required.", BFS 2011:10 (20011).

The Swedish Road Administration state, that "Verification of structures with regard
to earthquakes is not normally not necessary." and that if the there is a demand for
verification against seismic loading, intensity level should be determined through
the principles in SS-EN 1998, Vägverket (2007).

Therefore, the default parameters should be utilized in calculations although the
seismic data should be chosen with care for the concerned location.

SS-EN 1998 distinguishes between two levels of earthquakes that relates to two per-
formance levels of the design. The first level is the no-collapse requirement where
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the structural integrity is validated by avoiding local or global collapse. The second
level is the damage limitation requirement which at lower level of earthquake ground
motion shall ensure that damages should be avoided that leads to disproportionally
high costs compared to the structures initial cost, SS-EN 1998 (2009). Furthermore,
the local soil conditions are taken in account by soil categories that determine coef-
ficients decisive for generation of the design spectra. In Figure 4.1, the horizontal
type 2 design spectrum, with soil category A, corresponding to rock, is presented.
The design spectrum is calculated with Equations (4.1) to (4.4).
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Figure 4.1: Type 2 horizontal design spectrum in Eurocode 8

0 ≤ T ≤ TB : Sd(T ) = agS
[
1 + T

TB
(η2.5− 1)

]
(4.1)

TB ≤ T ≤ TC : Sd(T ) = agSη2.5 (4.2)

TC ≤ T ≤ TD : Sd(T ) = agSη2.5TC
T

(4.3)

TD ≤ T : Sd(T ) = agSη2.5TCTD
T 2 (4.4)

where,

TB, TC , TD represent the vibrational periods for a single degree of freedom system

S is the soil factor

η is the damping correction factor that is unity for 5% damping

ag is the ground acceleration

Time history representations of ground motion, either authentic or synthetic may
be used, as long as the requirements stated by SS-EN 1998 of seismogenetic features
are fulfilled.
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4.2 ICOLD

The international committee of large dams, ICOLD, is an organisation consisting
of 90 member states that strives to fullfill the mission of "setting standards and
guidelines to ensure that dams are built and operated safely, efficiently, economically,
and are environmentally sustainable and socially equitable", ICOLD (2016).

Bulletin number 72 issued by ICOLD provides a guideline for considering seismic
loading in construction and safety review of large dams (15 meters or higher). In
order to account for the seismic action, the bulletin defines differentiated levels of
seismic loading relating to various time perspectives and areas of application, ICOLD
(2010).

• Safety Evaluation Earthquake (SEE)

• Operating Basic Earthquake (OBE)

• Reservoir-Triggered Earthquake (RTE)

• Construction Earthquake

• Design Earthquake for Appurtenant Structures

The seismic hazard evaluation should take into account the regional characteristics
of the tectonic, seismic and geological conditions, together with seismic historical
data. From this data, earthquake levels appropriate for the particular site are deter-
mined. Either a deterministic approach is employed as faults of various magnitudes
are ascertained for a period including the past 1.8 million years, or a probabilistic
approach where mathematical and statistical means are used to derive the relation
between ground motion and the probability of exceedance. The local geology is then
regarded for additional effects.

The safety evaluation earthquake is the most severe seismic event that a dam should
be designed and analysed for. Severe damage can be accepted in the structure,
the requirement is that "there should be no uncontrolled release of water from the
reservoir". It is recommended that all elements that are critical to safety such as
outlets and spillway gates are designed for the SEE. The objective of SEE is to
ensure public safety, lives and property.

Operating basic earthquake is more related to economic considerations. The demand
for OBE is that an event should, at most, cause minor damages while the dam
and appurtenant structures are not affected to such extent where the operation is
disturbed. The dam should be easily reconditioned. The remaining earthquake
definitions are applicable to more limited situations or areas.

For a high-risk dam, the bulletin states that a probabilistic approach should be
based on an Annual Exceedence Probability (AEP) of 10 000 years. For the OBE,
the AEP is recommended as 145 years. Stated return periods are also largely in line
with AEP for spillway design, ICOLD (2010).
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4.3 American guidelines

U.S Department of Homeland Security have issued federal guidelines for dam safety,
and the hazard potential classification system for dams aim at providing an unam-
biguous classification of potential impact of dam failure. The primary purpose is to
offer means to determine appropriate design criteria that will increase conservatism
with increasing consequence class. In Table 4.1 hazard classes and characterization
is presented, FEMA (2004).

Table 4.1: Hazard potential classes.

Classification Consequence
Low Hazard Potential No loss of human life expected

Losses principally limited to owner’s property
Significant Hazard Potential No loss of human life expected

Possible economic, environmental and lifeline loss
High Hazard Potential Probable loss of life expected

Expected economic, environmental and lifeline loss

However, state dam safety are autonomous and therefore dam safety is not employed
consistently between the American states, FEMA (2013). Despite inconsistent reg-
ulations, the inconsistency mostly concern the low hazard classes and to a lesser
extent significant hazard classes, while consensus for the high hazard class is rather
widespread, which is apparent from the compilation of hazard handling policy, com-
piled by NRC (1985).

Both hazard from earthquake and from floods subjected to dams are reviewed by
NRC (1985). Dams are to be analysed for the defined Safety Evaluation Earthquake
(SEE) and Safety Evaluation Flood (SEF). From the compilation of hazard consid-
erations of American authorities, it can be concluded that most states and agencies
such as the Bureau of Reclamation, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and U.S. Com-
mittee on Large Dams, consider the SEF event for high hazard dams to equate a
probabilistically determined maximum flood having an average return period of 10
000 years. Different fractions of this value are used as SEF events for dams that are
classified as posing a low to significant hazard. For earthquake hazard, less specifi-
cations are given for the treatment performed by states and authorities. Concerning
the probability of occurrence of the SEE event, the NRC committee suggests agen-
cies to employ conservatism at least in line with the SEF events. The rationale for
this approach is that both represents probabilistic maximum events and should be
treated consistently. However, the circumstances at occurrence can differ substan-
tially, e.g. "failure of a dam as a result of an extreme flood would only add to the
damages caused by the flood without the failure. But dam failure during an earth-
quake is apt to be a "sunny day event" for which all damages are attributed to the
failure". Also NRC utilizes the operational basic earthquake for judgement of oper-
ational an economical consequences, though with varying probability of occurrence
of events NRC (1985).
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Buttress dams

A buttress dam is a type of gravity dam, however rather slender. In order to save
material a buttress dam principally consist of a sloping face retaining the impounded
water, supported by buttress walls that are spaced along the dam axis. The design
utilizes the mass of the structure as well as the vertical force component of the
reservoir water, exerted on the sloping front plate for global stability. This provides
a material efficient design, compared to the homogeneous gravity dam, Novak et al.
(2007). From this main principle, dams may be characterised from the configuration
of the water retaining face. The categories are:

• Massive head type

• Ambursen / flat slab type

• Multiple arch type

• Slender buttress dam type

The massive head type, seen in Figure 5.1 a) and 5.2 a) utilizes either a diamond or
arch shaped head to concentrate hydrostatic forces inwards to the centre of the head,
thus reducing the moment in the cantilevering parts extending from the buttress
wall. The Ambursen type dam, which is seen in Figure 5.1 b) and 5.2 b) utilizes a
flat, reinforced concrete slab, that is simply supported between buttress walls. The
flat slab buttress dams features a continuous slope of the upstream face. The type
was patented by The Hydraulic Construction Company of Boston by the Norwegian-
American engineer Nils F. Ambursen and was widely used during the first half of
the 20th century, Novak et al. (2007). Multiple arch type buttress dams are the
significantly most efficient structures considering material usage. The type is seen
in Figure 5.1 c) and 5.2 c). Since the arches spanning between the buttress walls,
are subjected to only compressive forces, which is the optimal load for a concrete
structure, as no moment is developed for the hydrostatic water pressure, the arch
theoretically does not require reinforcement. The arches requires less concrete and
reinforcement steel than the corresponding flat slab of an Ambursen dam, Bleight
(1915). Slender buttress dams and the massive head type consist of monoliths where
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the buttress walls and face slabs are one unit. From Figure 5.2 d) it can be seen that
the head of the slender buttress dam is cantilevering from the buttress walls. Since
no redirection of forces to the buttress wall is performed, such as in the case of an
arched or diamond shaped head type of dam, reinforcement is required to support
the resulting bending moment for hydrostatic pressure, Berg (2014). The front slab
of the slender buttress dam type features dual slopes of the front slab, which can
be seen in Figure 5.1 d). This provides additional vertical force on the structure
compared to a single slope. Thereby the dual slope provides increased stability,
Novak et al. (2007).

Figure 5.1: a) Massive head type b)Ambursen / flat slab type c) Multiple arch type
d) Slender buttress dam type. Reproduction from Jansen (1988)

Figure 5.2: a) Massive head type b)Ambursen / flat slab type c) Multiple arch type
d) Slender buttress dam type

Buttress dams are in general a competitive type of water retaining structure as the
material demand is relatively low compared to other types of dams. For the same
reason they are also light structures. With an addition of a bottom slab, the buttress
dams provides unprecedented low foundation pressure and are therefore suitable for
worse soil conditions than other dams. At wide sites, buttress dams are ideal and
can compete with earth fill dams. During resent years, buttress dams have decreased
in popularity since labour cost have increased, which is offsetting the low material
costs, Tancev (2005).

According to World register of dams, buttress dams are the most common type of
large concrete dams in Sweden, 28 out of 45 large concrete dams are of buttress dam
type, ICOLD (1984).
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5.1 Load

According to RIDAS (2014), the following loads must considered when designing a
dam in Sweden.

• Self-weight

• Hydrostatic pressure

• Uplift pressure

• Ice loads

• Earth pressure

• Traffic load

• Temperature load

In Figure 5.3, the spatial distribution and mode of action are presented for self-
weight, hydrostatic pressure, uplift pressure and ice load. In addition to these loads,
a dam could support a road, typical on the crest of the dam. Temperature loading
may affect any part of the dam, however there ought to be a temperature gradient,
which is typically arising from the temperature difference of reservoir water and the
surrounding climate. In the case study, seismic loading will be considered as load,
described in Chapter 3.

Figure 5.3: Loads acting on a buttress dam. Reproduction from Berg (2014)

Loads acting on a dam according to RIDAS (2014) and Berg (2014), are briefly
described in the following.
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Self-weight

For design or evaluation of a dam, the material density is preferably determined by
testing. If no testing is possible, the density should be set to 2 300 kg/m3. The
self-weight of the structure, RV,conc, is obtained by Equation 5.1.

RV,conc = ρconcgVconc (5.1)

where,

ρconc density of concrete [kg/m3]

g gravitational acceleration [ m/s2]

Vconc concrete volume of considered part [m3]

Hydrostatic pressure

Hydrostatic pressure may be acting on a dam in both the upstream and downstream
side by the reservoir and by an eventual tail water pressure. The pressure acts per-
pendicular to the surface. In the case a sloping front slab, the horizontal component
is a driving force and the vertical a stabilising force when the global stability is
determined. The water pressure pw, is obtained by Equation (5.2).

pw = ρwgh (5.2)

where,

ρw density of water [kg/m3]

h water depth [m]

The most severe combination of upstream and downstream pressure that may occur
should be used for design purpose.

Uplift pressure

The uplift pressure is acting on the foundation of a dam. Highest pressure is exerted
at the dam heel, where the uplift pressure equals the hydrostatic pressure in the
reservoir. The pressure is then linearly decreasing to the tail water pressure level, at
the down stream side for a dam with a continuous foundation. If there are drainage
or grout curtains and these are maintained, consideration may be taken for decrease
of uplift pressure.

For a buttress dam, uplift of the front plate is calculated in the same way. However,
if the width of buttress wall base is less than 2 meters, no consideration of uplift
needs to be taken for the buttress walls. If the width of the buttress wall base is
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wider, it is considered with a linearly varying pressure, see Figure 5.3. Uplift can
also occur in fissures in the underlying rock.

Ice load

The horizontal force from an expanding ice-cover can be large and should be consid-
ered as a line load of 50-200 kN/m. The load may be considered to act at one third
of the ice thickness below the water head. Ice thickness is assumed to be between
0.6 to 1.0 meters depending on latitude of the dam site.

Earth pressure

Earth pressure may affect a dam, either as an additional driving force where it
should be taken as an active earth pressure, or as a stabilising force where it should
be taken as earth pressure at rest. Density of the material should preferably be
determined by testing.

Traffic load

If the dam supports a roadway, the loads from traffic that are considered un-
favourable should be regarded. The loading may be considered in accordance with
design codes for bridges, such as TRVK Bro 11.

Temperature load

Temperature loads may be included as temperature variations and gradients which
cause internal stresses in the structure. The temperature gradients can be related to
hydration of concrete at construction or of the surroundings of the dam for example.
These stresses should be included when the stress state for the dam is determined.

5.2 Structural behaviour

A dam is verified against three types of failure, two types of global stability and
cross-sectional resistance. For the analysis, factors of safety are used when global
stability is considered while partial factors are used for verification of cross-section
resistance, RIDAS (2014). The three types of failure are.

• Overturning

• Sliding

• Cross-section resistance
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Overturning

The following two criteria have to be fulfilled for a verification against overturning.

• Only compressive forces in the base of the dam

• The stabilizing moment has to be greater than the driving moment

The dam base is subjected to pure compression and it is verified by the position of
the resultant of the vertical force of the dam. The resultant shall be situated within
the core area. The rationale of this requirement is to avoid intrusion of excessive
uplift pressure under the dam. Verification of moment is then performed for all
stabilising forces and driving forces with regard to a fulcrum, usually at the toe of
the dam. The factor of safety sf , is calculated with Equation (5.3).

sf = MR

MS

(5.3)

where,

MR is the overturning moment [Nm]

MS is the stabilizing moment [Nm]

RIDAS states three levels of safety factors which are dependent of the probability
of the considered load case. These values are presented in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1: Safety factors for overturning according to RIDAS (2014)

Load case Safety factor
Normal 1.5
Exceptional 1.35
Accidental 1.0

Sliding

The risk for sliding is verified by assuring that horizontal forces can be transmitted
through the structure to the foundation. Therefore, all critical sections of the dam
and foundation need to be assessed. Examples of critical section are construction
joints and section changes in the dam body, the abutment face in the foundation and
weak planes in the foundation rock. Resistance against sliding can be calculated by
equation 5.4, where the value of µtill is suggested for different materials and loading
cases in Table 5.3.

µtill = RH

RV

(
tanφ
sg

) (5.4)
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where,

RH is the horizontal force [N]

RV is the vertical force [N]

φ is the friction angle of the material in the analysed section [deg]

sg is the safety factor for sliding [-]

The safety factors sg, are listed in Table 5.2 and the permissible rate of utilization
for sliding safety µtill, are listed in Table 5.3.

Table 5.2: Safety factor for sliding sg

Foundation Normal Exceptional Accidental
Rock 1.35 1.10 1.05
Moraine 1.50 1.35 1.25
Silt 1.50 1.35 1.25

Table 5.3: Permissible rate of utilization µtill, and ultimate values of µ

Foundation Normal Exceptional Accidental Ultimate µ
Rock 0.75 0.90 0.95 1.00
Moraine 0.50 0.55 0.60 0.75
Silt 0.40 0.45 0.50 0.60

Cross-sectional resistance of plane concrete

All sections of a dam must be verified to resist loads with regard to stress capacity.
The buttress wall of a buttress dam is meant to only be subjected to compressive
stresses. This entails that the minimum principal stress is limited to the compressive
strength of the concrete. The minimum principal stresses usually occur in the down-
stream edge of the buttress, the stress verification process is described by Jansen
(1988).

In Figure 5.4 (a), a block is marked at the down stream edge. The shear stress
acting on the block τyz, may be determined by Equation (5.5), if the stress in the
base of the dam is known.

τyz = σz
dy

dz
(5.5)
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Figure 5.4: Cut out of buttress down stream face. Reproduction from Jansen (1988)

where,

τyz is the shear stress in the yz-plan

σz is the stress in the z-direction

σy is obtained from the horizontal equilibrium. Then the minimum principal stress
σ1, of Equation 5.6 may be compared to the permissible stress value.

σ1 = σz + σy
2 −

√(
σz − σy

2 + τ 2
zy

)
(5.6)

where,

σ1 is the minimum principal stress

Even though the buttress is intended to be in compression, the dam toe is checked for
tension since this is a critical position for appearance of tension. During accidental
loads, a small tensile stress can be accepted at the toe. An approximate method
suggested by Jansen (1988) is presented. A cut out of the dam heel seen in Figure
5.4 a), is shown in Figure 5.5.

The minimum principal stress is obtained from Equation 5.7.

σ1 = gN(ρwh+ ρconctbuttresssinθ)
t

(5.7)

where,

N is the spacing of buttress walls

tbuttress is the thickness of front plate

θ is the face slab angle
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Figure 5.5: a) Section of dam heel b) Cut out of the heel section. Reproduction
from Jansen (1988).

With σ1 and σz known, the maximum principal stress σ2 can be obtained from a
vertical equilibrium of figure 5.5 b), according to equation 5.8 to 5.10.

σzAC = σ1AB + σ2BC (5.8)

σz = σ1sin
2θ + σ2cos

2θ (5.9)

σ2 = σz(1 + tan2θ)− σ1tan
2θ (5.10)

If σ2 is found to be positive this tension should ideally be mitigated if possible,
Jansen (1988).

The foundation is also evaluated for sufficient capacity. Values of stress at the dam
base, can be obtained by the Navier equation for simple foundation cases. For more
complex cases the stresses should be retrieved from a finite element analysis, RIDAS
(2014).
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Chapter 6

Numerical analyses of dams at
seismic loading

6.1 Dynamic material properties

Material properties are commonly load rate dependent. This is the case for concrete.
The impact rupture strength of concrete may be as much as 50% higher for a rapid
loading than for a semi-static loading. On the other hand, the long term strength
may decrease up to 20%, Ansell et al. (2012).

For evaluation of concrete hydraulic structures subjected to earthquakes, material
properties should be based on in-situ and laboratory tests. Obtained material pa-
rameters is then adjusted for the loading rate of seismic events, USACE (2003).

Tests performed on concrete used for construction of hydraulic structures were per-
formed by Bruhnwieler (1990). From these studies, it was concluded that concrete
in hydraulic structures are more strain rate sensitive than ordinary construction
concrete. This could be explained by the fact that concrete in hydraulic struc-
tures often contain aggregates from areas near the construction site, because of the
vast volumes needed. Usually this results in usage of aggregates that do not have
as good properties as aggregates for normal construction sites. This entails lower
strength, which relates to increased rate sensitivity at rapid loading. The strain rate
dependent increase of Youngs modulus may be obtained by Equation 6.1.

E = E0(ε̇r)p (6.1)

where,

E0 is the static Youngs modulus [N/m2]

ε̇r is the relative strain rate, the ratio between seismic strain rate and quasi-static
strain rate [-]

p is the rate sensitivity exponent [-]
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Trials with seismic load rate, used a load rate of magnitude 10−2s−1, while the quasi
static rate used during trial loading was 10−5s−1. With these strain rates and with
the rate sensitivity exponent p, determined from experiments, the dynamic moduli
is obtained. The increase is about 15% for Young‘s modulus while a decrease of
about 30% is obtained for poisons ratio. (Bruhnwieler, 1990)

6.2 Element size

The basic concept of finite element analysis is to solve partial differential equations
that represent a continuous field quantity. In the discretization of the model, the
field quantity may have a spatial variation through elements of certain size, governed
by the interpolation function, usual a polynomial, Cook et al. (2002).

This introduces an discretization error, as the field most likely have a more com-
plicated distribution. To achieve an acceptably low discretization error, piecewise
variation must be small enough. By introducing more elements, thus decreasing
the element length, the error is reduced. With infinitely many elements, the error
would be eliminated. However, one limiting factor would be the arithmetic of the
computer that is introduced by the finite precision of number representation, Cook
et al. (2002). Albeit, computer precision limits the ultimate accuracy of finite ele-
ment application. The time required to perform the calculations is the controlling
factor in most cases. This entails a balance between accuracy of the results and
the reduced computational cost, which is performed by convergence studies of the
sought field quantity.

Convergence rate

Depending on the quantity studied, convergence is approached at different rates.
The rate of convergence is related to Equation 6.2 where the controlling parameters
are the element length and polynomial degree.

e ∝ hp+1 (6.2)

where,

e is the relative error

h is the linear measure of element length

p is the degree of the highest order complete polynomial contained in the interpo-
lation

For quantities that are derived from the field quantity, such as stresses which are
derived from displacement, the convergence is controlled by Equation 6.3.

e ∝ hp+1−r (6.3)
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where,

r represents the r-th derivative of the field quantity

Convergence assurance is an iterative procedure that is continued until the wanted
accuracy is obtained. There are principally two options of refinement to increase the
accuracy of the solution. The two options are presented subsequently, in accordance
with Cook et al. (2002).

• h Refinement, where h refers to the size of the element, is the option of increas-
ing the number of the same element type in order to decrease the discretization
error. This provides a linear refinement.

• p Refinement, where p refers to the highest complete polynomial degree of the
element field quantity. Increasing p provides a larger number of nodes of an
element and increased ability of field quantity representation. The refinement
is however not uniform since the p refinement is element type dependent.

Element size relation to dynamic representation

When dynamics are considered in a finite element calculation, the wave length of
the dynamic impulse must be considered. Mills-Bria et al. (2006) suggest that
the shortest wave length considered must span at least 10 elements to adequately
represent the induced dynamic influence.

The maximum element length Lmax of the model with regard to wavelengths may be
obtained with Equation (6.4), which follows the state of practise of the US Bureau
of Reclamation, Mills-Bria et al. (2006).

Lmax = νs
nminfmax

(6.4)

where,

νs is the shear wave velocity of the material

nmin is the minimum number of elements

fmax is the highest acceleration to be represented

The shear wave velocity can be determined by Equation (6.5), for the considered
material.

νs =
√

E

2(1 + ν)ρ (6.5)
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where,

ν is the poison‘s ratio

ρ is the mass density

6.3 Boundary conditions and constraints

A structure is set in a context of its surroundings by its boundary conditions. The
boundary conditions thereby have a direct effect on the behaviour of the regarded
structure. For dams, the interaction with its foundation is an important mod-
elling consideration. There are three predominant approaches when considering the
foundation-dam interaction, outlined by Malm (2016a). For a dam founded on rock,
the three approaches are divided as following:

• Boundary conditions attached directly to the dam foundation

• Representing the stiffness properties of the rock by the use of spring elements

• Include part of the foundation rock in the model and thus applying the bound-
ary conditions on the outer edges of the rock

Boundary conditions attached directly to the foundation of the structure is com-
monly used as described by Chopra (2014). However, this is a conservative approach
and for dams this leads to a stiffer behaviour then in reality. The stresses will be
unrealistic, especially in the upstream toe, Malm (2016a).

The over-stiff behaviour can be overcome by inclusion of springs on the dam-
foundation contact surface. In this way, the springs can represent the elasticity
of the rock foundation and provide a more realistic behaviour. One further advan-
tage with this approach is that the springs can include non-linear properties, thus
failure modes as sliding and overturning can be analysed, Malm (2016a).

In order to better capture the behaviour of the dam and the interaction with foun-
dation, part of the rock should be incorporated in the model. For an accurate
incorporation of rock mass, the volume is related to the size of the dam. According
to suggestions by USACE (2003), the depth of the rock should equal at least the
height of the dam. Considering width, the incorporated rock mass should extend at
least to the same distances as the length of the modelled dam on each side.

The rock can be modelled as mass less. This approach was adopted as numeri-
cal simulations emerged as analyses tools in dam engineering. In the context of
earthquake engineering, the advantage is that acceleration can be applied to the
foundation boundaries without varying through the volume of the foundation as it
is propagating, Mills-Bria et al. (2006). For a hard rock site, this modelling approach
is consistent with the behaviour of accelerations arising at depth. Accelerations at
the surface will essentially be unchanged compared with the accelerations at depth.
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6.4 Fluid-structure interaction

During static conditions, the force exerted by water on the front slab of the dam
increases linearly with increasing water depth. However, if the dam and reservoir is
dynamically excited, a hydrodynamic pressure arises from the energy dissipation at
the interface between the fluid and the structure. The added pressure can be inter-
preted as three different effects: added force, added mass and added damping. The
force increase displacements of the structure, changes mode shapes and eigenfrequen-
cies, while the damping reduces the amplitude of the structural response, USACE
(2003). For concrete dam and reservoir interaction simulation, there are two main
approaches, added mass and acoustic elements respectively, Malm (2016a).

How the water of the reservoir is modelled depends on if the water can be considered
incompressible or not. This is a matter of the frequency ratio of the reservoir to the
dam according to, Jansen (1988). Incompressibility may be assumed if the ratio of
equation 6.6 exceeds two. Otherwise it should be considered as compressible.

Ωr = fr
fs

(6.6)

where,

Ωr is the ratio between natural frequency of the reservoir and the dam [-]

fr is the natural frequency of the reservoir [Hz]

fs is the natural frequency of the dam [Hz]

The reservoir frequency is calculated by equation 6.7.

fr = cw
4h (6.7)

where,

cw is the wave propagation velocity in water [m/s]

h is the water depth [m]

The wave propagation velocity C is material dependent. For seismic p-waves the
velocity cw normally varies between 1450 m/s to 1500 m/s Mavko (2016).

6.4.1 Incompressible fluid - added mass

Added mass is a simplification of the hydrodynamic phenomena idealizing the fluid
interaction as a mechanical system, assuming an incompressible fluid. Nevertheless,
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it is the predominant method in structural dynamics for modelling fluid structure
interaction FSI, Gasch et al. (2013).

Westergaard added mass

In 1933 Westergaard presented a model for hydrodynamic interaction, by accounting
for a volume of water interacting with a vertical dam face that is subjected to
displacement. The volume of water that is engaged in the interaction with the dam
adopts a parabolic shape, as represented in Figure 6.1. With regard to the parabolic
shape an additional mass may be determined at any point on the interface. This
mass is obtained by Equation (6.8), according to Westergaard (1933).

Figure 6.1: Approximate distribution of hydrodynamic pressure. Reproduced from
Westergaard (1933).

mai = 7
8ρw

√
H(H − Zi)Ai (6.8)

where,

mai is the additional mass associated to node i

ρw is the density of water

H is the water head

Zi is the height above the reservoir base

Ai is the tributary area of node i
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The Westergaard representation is based on certain assumptions regarding the con-
sidered dam reservoir system. These assumptions are:

• Rigid dam

• Small displacements of fluid particles

• Infinitely long reservoir

• Neglection of surface waves

The concept of an additional mass attached to the dam face is analogously described
by H.M Westergaard as sheets of ice frozen in horizontal layers, albeit mutually
frictionless. The sheets constitute the parabolic shape, while the rest of the reservoir
is emptied. If the sheets are rigidly connected to the interface, they will exert
inertia forces equal to the water pressure experienced at ground motion, Westergaard
(1933).

Generalized Westergaard added mass

In order to utilize the Westergaards model on an arbitrary surface, a vector analogy
must be introduced capable of representing the hydrodynamic pressure as compo-
nents in each direction. This was performed by Shaw and Kuo (1982).

By introducing a vector λi as being constituted of the direction cosines and sines of
the normal to surface i on the dam interface; it is possible to lump masses to any
three dimensional surface. The mass matrix is obtained with Equation (6.9).

mai = αiAiλ
T
i λi = αiAi

 λ2
x λyλx λzλx

λyλx λ2
y λzλy

λzλx λzλy λ2
z


i

(6.9)

where,

αi is the Westergaard’s pressure coefficient, given by =7
8ρw

√
H(H − Zi)

Ai is the tributary area of point i

λi=〈λx, λy, λz〉i is the normal direction cosines and sines

Lumping of masses to surface nodes is illustrated in Figure 6.2, where components of
the surface normal is displayed in conjunction to the tributary fluid surface belonging
to a specific node.
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Figure 6.2: Tributary area lumping process. Adapted from Shaw and Kuo (1982).

Where Fi is the cosine of the normal direction of a hydrodynamic force fni attributed
to node number n on the dam surface.

The added mass produces an inertia force subjected to the dam at a ground ac-
celeration. This additional force is incorporated on the left side in the equation of
motion in terms of added mass and acceleration, Maü. This addition can also be
included in the equation of motion as in Equation (6.10), Shaw and Kuo (1982).

(M +Ma)ü+ Cu̇+Ku = 0 (6.10)

where,

Ma is the mass component of the added mass

Zangar added mass

Zangar added mass model assume the same conditions as the Westergaard model.
However, the pressure distribution is based upon an electric analogy. Two dimen-
sional incompressible fluid flow as well as steady state flow of electricity may be
described by the Laplace equation. Zangar (1952) utilized this in order to per-
formed experiments of dynamic pressure. A dam and reservoir model with varying
geometry, to which a varying potential was applied was used. A constant potential
was applied to the reservoir floor and the reservoir was filled with an electrolyte.
From the experiments streamlines and equipotential lines was established. Potential
lines (represented by parabolas) give the value of the coefficient of pressure, denoted
C in equation 6.11.

C = Cm
2

Z
H

(
2− Z

H

)
+
√
Z

H

(
2− Z

H

) (6.11)
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where,

C is the pressure coefficient

Cm is the factor accounting for the face angle compared to the vertical direction

Z is the distance below surface

H is the total depth of the reservoir

The added mass is obtained with Equation (6.12), and compared to Equation (6.9),
the product Cρ is equivalent to αai.

mai = CρHAi (6.12)

Cρ is the Zangar pressure coefficient

6.4.2 Compressible fluid - Acoustic elements

Compressibility of the reservoir water is an important parameter to take in to ac-
count if the ratio of Equation (6.6) is lower than two, which indicate a high influence
of compressibility. When compressibility is accounted for, an radiative influence is
introduced, as energy can be dissipated from the dam by pressure waves generated
at the fluid-dam boundary, Sigrist (2015). The development of hydrodynamic pres-
sure at the fluid-dam boundary is a mutual interplay between the dam and reservoir,
Jansen (1988). By the compressible fluid implementation the prerequisites of the
added mass methods are overcome.

The radiative influence makes it possible to capture the effect of absorptive reservoir
boundaries. Different types of boundary conditions typically needed to be imple-
mented for a reservoir description include the reservoir-dam interface, bottom and
reservoir surface as well as an upstream boundary. The boundary conditions ac-
counts for the differences of reservoir geometry and material.

The implementation of the compressibility of water is performed by solving the
equation of motion, which is also referred to as the wave propagation equation.
With the use of boundary conditions formulated for the reservoir interfaces, USACE
(2003).

6.5 Load combinations

Determining the most severe loading situation to be experienced by a structure is
crucial in order to evaluate or design its resistance. In seismic evaluation, some
methods used additional combination requirements. These are required apart from
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the standard combination of physical load quantities that are described in Section
5.

Combination of response spectrum results

When a structure is analysed with the response spectrum method, as previously
described in Chapter 2, the individual responses associated to a particular natural
frequency obtained, are superpositioned to obtain the complete response. This ap-
proach entails a loss of the directional information because of the decoupling from
time. Even though the static load of the structure has clear directional properties
and may be superpositioned. However, when combining the response from dynamic
loads and the response from static loads, the dynamic loads are known only by the
magnitude and not by the direction of the magnitude. This loss of direction have to
be considered by combining the extreme cases of the dynamic response. Thereafter,
the most severe case of the obtained combinations should be considered, Chopra
(2014). Load combination should be performed according to the definition in Tabel
6.1. From Table 6.1, either Response 1 or Response 2 will be the most severe.

Table 6.1: Combination of response spectrum results and static loads. Chopra
(2014).

Total response Static Dynamic
Response 1 Static response1+2...+n + Dynamic response
Response 2 Static response1+2...+n − Dynamic response

Combination of time history records

Time history records, either directly recorded during an earthquake or synthetically
generated to suite a response spectrum, are used to simulate an earthquake excita-
tion of a structure. The number of time histories used depends on the model and
purpose of the analyses. For a three dimensional model to be thoroughly evalu-
ated, a set of three independent time histories should be used. Two horizontal time
histories that are applied perpendicular to each other, as well as a vertical time
history.

Because of the random distribution of acceleration in a time history, some combi-
nations of time histories could have a more adverse effect then other combinations.
In order to address this risk, a combination of the obtained stresses from time his-
tory analyses should be performed, by altering the phase between zero and 180◦.
In Table 6.2 the combination procedure is presented as outlined by USACE (2003),
where both static and dynamic loads are considered in the time history analysis.
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Table 6.2: Time history combination sequence USACE (2003).

Case Horizontal [H1] Vertical [V] Horizontal [H2] Static Loads
1 + + + +
2 + + − +
3 + − + +
4 + − − +
5 − + + +
6 − + − +
7 − − + +
8 − − − +
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Chapter 7

Case study

The case study comprises an inventory of the highest Swedish buttress dams, clas-
sification of the inventoried dams and a numerical evaluation of the earthquake
effects. The numerical evaluation is performed on models that are based on the
results from the inventory. A comparison of the numerical evaluation techniques is
also performed in connection to the numerical analyses.

7.1 Inventory of Swedish buttress dams

Ten Swedish buttress dams have been chosen for evaluation. The selection was made
based on the highest crest height, where dams higher than 20 meters were selected.

The selection of the ten dams was evaluated by means of a simple comparison
of slenderness of the buttress walls. Only the buttress wall was considered i.e.
the difference of front plate contribution was not considered. The slenderness was
quantified by a parameter λ, which is calculated with Equation 7.1. A section width
of unity was assumed in the calculation.

λ = L

i


i =

√
I

A

I = bh3

12
A = bh

→ i = h√
12
→ λ = L

√
12
h

(7.1)

where,

λ is the slenderness parameter [-]

L is the height of the buttress wall [m]

i is the radius of gyration [m]

I is the moment of inertia [m4]
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A is the section area [m2]

b is the section width [m]

h is the section height [m]

The dams are identified in Table 7.1 by the number in the first column. The dams are
ordered by slenderness, with decreasing values. Distinction has been made between
two different slenderness values. The primary slenderness value includes the effect
of stiffeners. The second slenderness value does not include the effects of stiffeners.
The ordering of Table 7.1 is first done with regard to buttress wall slenderness with
stiffeners and secondly with regard to buttress wall slenderness without stiffeners.
The slenderness with stiffeners is calculated as the largest free height of the buttress
wall. This height is taken as the largest height, for example between two stiffeners,
between stiffeners to the foundation, or between other restraining parts.

Table 7.1: Dam inventory, ordered by buttress wall slenderness.

Dam Height Width of
monolith

Width of
buttress
wall

Slenderness
of buttress
wall

Slenderness of
buttress wall
with stiffeners

1 30 8 1.5 69 69
2 24.8 9 2.6 33 33
3 28.5 11 3 33 33
4 33.5 8 1.2 92.4 30.9
5 32 (1 2 55 19.2
6 40 8 2 69 9.5
7 38 8 2 66 9.5
8 25 6.45 1.4 62 (2

9 25 10 2.5 62 (3

10 28.5 7.5 1.7 58 (2

(1 Dam has only overflow buttress sections with gates while adjoining sections are
of another type of dam
(2 Continuously stiffened buttress wall, according to Figure 7.1 b)
(3 No stiffeners

The variation of buttress wall geometry included in Table 7.1, are exemplified in
Figure 7.1. Slenderness reducing features are seen in Figure 7.1 b) - d).
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Figure 7.1: Variation of buttress wall geometry

There is a risk that stiffeners may dislodge or collapse during seismic excitation,
Lopez and Bolser (2007) and Mills-Bria and Hall (2006). Therefore, the slenderness
was calculated for both fully intact stiffeners and for an event of full loss of the
stiffeners.

7.2 Selection of dams for the case study

The case study is to be performed with the characteristics of the most slender dam of
the performed inventory. From Table 7.1, it can be seen that Dam 1 has the highest
slenderness with regard to the stiffeners. However, if the stiffeners would dislodge,
as mentioned by Lopez and Bolser (2007) and Mills-Bria and Hall (2006), then
also dam number 6 would have the same slenderness. Compared to dam number
1, number 6 is also 10 meters higher. This would cause higher accelerations of the
upper part, due to amplification of ground motion amplitude. This makes it difficult
to choose between the two dam monoliths.

A remedy for the difficulty is to proceed with both dams, as opposed to one case
study model. This allows the advantage of comparison of different geometries, rep-
resenting the same buttress wall slenderness.

The highest slenderness of the buttress walls have however dam number 4. This
slenderness value holds as long as only the thinnest section of the buttress wall
is considered, without stiffeners. On the other hand, if the section widening at the
downstream edged of the buttress wall is considered, the slenderness reduces to 27.7.
An example of this geometry is seen in Figure 7.1 c). The buttress wall thickness
increases from 1.2 meters to 4 meters. In addition, the buttress wall downstream
edge is stiffened by a concrete slab, as opposed to individual stiffeners. As the high
buttress wall slenderness value may be seen as a misleading effect of the slenderness
calculation, the dam type is not included in the case study.

7.3 Strategy of the study

Limitations and focus
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When buttress dams first came in production, the design was optimized to support
loads in the valley direction, perpendicular to the front plate. However, less concern
was devoted to loads in the cross-valley direction. Earthquakes may though subject
a structure to lateral inertia forces in any direction. Literature related to seismic
loading of buttress dams is coherently emphasizing the cross-valley direction as
critical. The critical section would be the buttress wall that is loaded in its weak
direction, Ghanaat (2004), Mills-Bria and Hall (2006), Lopez and Bolser (2007),
Smith (2013). In this context, the primary focus of the numerical evaluation is
set at determining the behaviour of the buttress wall at multi directional seismic
loading, with the dam axis as the main direction.

As described in Chapter 5, two global stability failure modes, sliding and overturn-
ing, must be considered apart from cross-sectional resistance. These two failures
are associated with an equilibrium of driving forces to stabilising forces, acting on
the dam. When a loading case involving an earthquake is evaluated, the number
of simultaneous loads are decreased. Typically the evaluation includes the hydro-
static pressure as the sole driving force, apart form the earthquake. The character
of the ground movements are oscillatory and because of this, sliding displacements
are expected to be limited. Sliding can only take place during the short sessions
of downstream directed acceleration when the total driving force exceeds the sta-
bilising force, USACE (1999). For the case study, sliding is assessed as being of
less interest. Parameter studies indicate that downstream sliding will precede an
initiation of rotation of a dam during an earthquake event, USACE (1999). Because
of this, neither sliding or overturning is considered in the case study.

Decisive parameters

The resilience of the concrete may be determined by an assessment of the demand to
capacity ratio, DCR, for compression and tension. This simple measure is presented
in Equation 7.2.

Demand

Capacity
= DCR (7.2)

If the DCR assumes a value lower than 1, the capacity of the concrete is sufficient
to resist the stress. Thereby the concrete will not crack from the loading.

If the DCR is larger than 1, cracking is initiated and further assessment of the
capacity needs to be performed.

Performed evaluation of existing dams subject to simulated seismic loads indicate
that the DCR of these dams was insufficient, Mills-Bria and Hall (2006), Smith
(2013). This leads to the activation of reinforcement, if reinforcement was not
previously activated. The reinforcement therefore need to be evaluated for assurance
of adequate capacity.
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Selection of solution method

Four solution methods were reviewed in Chapter 2. Solution methods generally pro-
vide either low computational effort or high accuracy. Therefore a careful selection
of analyse methods have to be done.

The first method to be reviewed was the pseudo dynamic method. It is suitable
for preliminary design. Thereby it is considered too simple to provide meaningful
results for the case study.

The response spectra analysis is usually the first analysis performed for structures
in low seismic regions. This is the case, since it provide sufficiently accurate results
in the linear elastic range and it is a method requiring low computational effort,
USACE (1999). Because of the convenience of the method and the widespread use
of the method, it will be used in the case study.

The time history analysis method may be used for both the linear and the nonlinear
response range. The time history analysis method requires more computational
time than the response spectra method. However, it provides more accurate results.
It is possible to incorporate full nonlinear behaviour in the time history analyses.
However, the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, emphasising their state of practise, to
performing the most realistic linear analyses, before considering nonlinear analyses,
since such analyses is significantly more demanding and time consuming. For the
case study, time history analyses will be used. First as completely elastic analyses
and in a latter case incorporating nonlinear contact behaviour between monoliths.

Aim of the case study

After the Eurocode was introduced in Norway, Smith (2013) performed analyses of
two flat slab buttress dams. It was done with single monolith models. However,
it was suggested that further studies should consider a complete dam geometry, in
order to capture interaction effects between the monoliths. This suggestion will be
partly followed. Both single monoliths and sections of several monoliths will be
analysed. In order to determine whether interaction effects are influential on the
behaviour of the buttress wall.
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The aim of the case study is to address the following issues:

• Does dam axis interaction between the monoliths affect the stress state in the
buttress wall?

• Does the choice of response spectrum analysis with SRSS combination or time
history analysis affect the stress state in the buttress wall?

• What stress level can be expected in buttress dams in Sweden at an earthquake
corresponding to a Swedish Safety Evaluation Earthquake, SEE?

• Is the reinforcement content sufficient to limit the crack opening in the buttress
wall?

The aims of the case study will be achieved through four evaluations:

1. First evaluation
A frequency analysis is performed to provide understanding of the dynamic
behaviour of the monoliths.

2. Second evaluation
Evaluation of the stress state in the monolith. The differences of stress distri-
bution and stress level, is studied for two different excitation levels. The two
excitation levels constitute an expected excitation envelope, as presented in
section 3.2. A flowchart in Figure 7.2 visualises the procedure. The flowchart
shows how all single monolith models are evaluated. F and R denotes Free
respectively Restrained, with regard to lateral interaction. TH and RS denote
Time History respectively Response Spectrum. From the flowchart, it is seen
what results are obtained from each evaluation.

3. Third evaluation
The models of several monoliths are analysed to study the effects of interaction
through force distribution and friction in the dam axis.

4. Fourth Evaluation
Stress and structural capacity of a buttress wall is evaluated with regard to
highest expected value of peak ground acceleration, by implementation of de-
sign spectra according to Eurocode.
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Excitation

BC

Monolith F-TH

Monolith F-RS

Monolith R-RS

Monolith R-TH

Evaluation Evaluation

Results
•Stress level
• Stress

distribution

Results
•Stress level
• Stress

distribution
• Method
differences

PGA 0.078 g SKI PGA 0.240 g SKI

Figure 7.2: Evaluation flow chart for Section 2.

The most comprehensive evaluation of stress state is performed at ground motion
level of 0.24g. This is due to that the difference of stress state is expected to be
more pronounced at a higher level of excitation.

7.4 Model

The two models selected for the case study are described subsequently. The descrip-
tion cover geometries, reservoir representation and material parameters as well as
parameters of the numerical calculation.

7.4.1 Geometry

During the case study, idealized models that capture the main features of the two
chosen dams of the inventory are used for evaluation. Even though the main features
are captured simplifications are made. One simplification is the modelling of the
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foundation of the models. The model is assumed to be built on a level rock surface.
In reality the rock surface is typically blasted and the dam heel is cast in a haunch
parallel to the dam axis. This simplification is done to reduce the complexity, as
the focus of the case study is not aimed at the rock-foundation interaction. The
geometry of a single monolith is shown in Figure 7.3 and Figure 7.4 for the two case
study models respectively.

Figure 7.3: The geometry of a single monolith of Dam 1. All dimensions are given
in [m]

The most slender dam of the inventory is 30 meters high, has a front plate of
varying thickness and a buttress wall thickness of 1.5 meters. Because of the varying
thickness of the front plate, it will be able to transmit hydraulic pressure to the
buttress with lower bending moments, compared to a front plate with a uniform
section. This makes the action of the front plate partly resemble the action of a
massive head type front plate.

Dam 6, is 40 meters high and has a front plate with linearly varying thickens in the
vertical direction. The buttress wall is 2 meters thick. The thickness variation of
the front plate begins at the base, with a thickness of 2.6 meters and is reduced to
1.2 meters at a height of 30 meters. Thereafter, the thickness is constant to a height
of 40 meters where the monolith ends. The dam is stiffened with struts, as can be
seen from the view of the buttress wall side, in Figure 7.4. Each side is equipped
with 18 struts, of dimension 0.38 x 0.38 meters. The struts are distributed in 4 rows.
The struts are all equally aligned on both sides of the buttress wall. The struts are
simply supported, i.e. there is no ability to transmit tension.
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Figure 7.4: The geometry of a single monolith of Dam 6. All dimensions are given
in [m]

The case study is performed with single monolith models as presented in Figures
7.3 and 7.4. It is also done with dam section models of five monoliths that are
interacting along the dam axis.

In all models, a rock foundation is included. The size of the rock extends a distance
equal to the dam height in each horizontal direction from the outer edges of the
dam. Also in the vertical direction, the rock extends one dam height below the
foundation.

7.4.2 Reservoir

To determine how the water in the reservoir could be represented, the relations from
Chapter 6 have been used, where the value of Cw is taken as 1439 m/s, in accordance
with Jansen (1988). The results are presented in Table 7.2.

Table 7.2: Natural frequency ratio of reservoir to dam.

Dam Depth fr fs, free fs, restrained Ωr, free Ωr, restrained

1 40 9, 07 1, 97 6, 56 4, 60 1, 38
6 30 12, 09 4, 22 6, 55 2, 86 1, 84

From Table 7.2 it can be seen that Ωr is well above the limit of 2 for the free mono-
liths, which indicates low influence of compressibility of the reservoir water. On the
other hand, if the fully restrained option is considered, Ωr falls below the thresh-
old. This indicate that additional effects from compressibility preferably should
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be considered. A combination of free and restrained results, indicates that no sig-
nificant effect of compressibility is present. Therefore, the method of Generalized
Westergaard added mass, reviewed in Section 6.4.1, will be used for the analysis.

7.4.3 Element mesh

The finite element mesh is presented in Figure 7.5(a) for the model of Dam 1 and
in figure 7.6(a) for the model of Dam 6. While the mesh of the rock included in the
models is shown in Figure 7.5(b) and 7.6(b) respectively, due to the large difference
in element size.

(a) Dam section (b) Rock

Figure 7.5: Finite element mesh of Dam 1

(a) Dam section (b) Rock

Figure 7.6: Finite element mesh of Dam 6

The size of the mesh is verified for convergence of stress in the buttress down-
stream edge. Stress is chosen as convergence measure since the convergence rate is
proportional to hp as opposed to displacement that is proportional to hp+1. The
convergence study was performed for both p-refinement and h-refinement. Element
size of the rock is governed by highest frequency of interest for the structural re-
sponse of the dam, obtained by Equation (6.4). Utilized element types and mesh
sizes are presented in Table 7.3 and Table 7.4 for Dam 1 and Dam 6.
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Table 7.3: Element type and mesh size of Dam 1.

Detail Element type Element size [m]
Front slab C3D8R 0.5
Buttress S4 0.5
Rock (adjacent) C3D8R 1
Rock (distant) C3D8R 4

The C3D8R is a eight node element used with reduced integration. It is used to
model solid sections. S4, is a general-purpose shell element with full integration.
(Dassault systems, 2013)

Table 7.4: Element type and mesh size of Dam 6.

Detail Element type Element size [m]
Front slab S4 0.5
Interacting edges C3D8R 0.5
Buttress S4 0.5
Rock (adjacent) C3D8R 1
Rock (distant) C3D8R 9.6

Dam 6 has shell elements representing the front plate. The shell is chosen to reduce
the total number of degrees of freedoms. Thus, it is decreasing the computational
time, compared to several solid elements in the front plate thickness direction. In
the dam section models of Dam 6, contact interaction is required for the front plate
outer edges. Contact in Brigade plus requires one of the contacting surfaces to have a
clearly defined surface normal. S4 elements do only provide a clearly defined normal
perpendicular to the mid-surface, in this case oriented in the upstream-downstream
direction.

The selected solution, enables use of shell elements for most of the front plate as
well as enabling contact. It is done to replace the outer edge of shell elements with
solid elements.

One implication of using shell elements with a varying thickness, with the software
Brigade plus is that the thickness of the shell elements may not be visualized.

7.4.4 Interactions and boundary conditions

The behaviour of the model is dependent on the way individual parts interact. The
prescribed interactions in the models of Dam 1 and Dam 6 with struts, are pre-
sented in the following. The single monolith models are analysed with and without
boundary conditions in the dam axis. Only the cases with boundary conditions are
shown.
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Dam 1

(a) Dam section model of Dam 1. (b) Monolith model of Dam 1.

Figure 7.7: Interactions of Dam 1.

The front plates of the single monoliths are restrained from movement along the dam
axis by restraining the front plate edge translations. In the dam section models, the
outermost front plate edges are rigidly connected to the adjacent vertical rock, seen
in Figure 7.5(b) and in Figure 7.6(b). All internal front plate edges in the dam
section models, have contact properties allowing interaction. The contact allows for
lateral load transfer between front plates, as well as sliding friction.

Bonding is enforced between front plate and buttress wall on their common interface.
The model is also supposed to be bonded to the foundation, according to Mills-Bria
et al. (2006). Since the buttress wall is modelled with shell elements, the shell nodes
are offset to connect to the nodes of the solid elements of the foundation over their
physical interface.

Rigid body movement of the whole models are controlled at the outer edges of the
rock. In the static analyses, the bottom and sides of the rock are fully restrained.
In the dynamic analyses, vertical ground motion is applied at the base of the rock.
Two components of horizontal ground motion are applied. The major component is
applied at the rock outer faces, perpendicular to the dam axis. The minor component
is applied at the rock outer faces, perpendicular to the stream direction.
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Dam 6 with struts

(a) Dam section model of Dam 6. (b) Monolith model of Dam 6.

Figure 7.8: Interactions of Dam 6 with struts.

Dam 6 uses the same interactions as stated for Dam 1. However, in addition there
are also rigid connections of the struts to the buttresses walls. At the outermost
strut edges, in the single monolith models, boundary conditions restrain movements
along the dam axis. In the dam section model of Dam 6 the outermost strut edges
are rigidly connected to the vertical rock, adjacent to the dam.

7.4.5 Parameters

Material

The model is analysed with three material definitions. The two primary material
definitions, are the rock and the concrete.

In addition, a third material definition is used for the struts. The strut material has
half the material stiffness of the concrete. The struts are rigidly connected to the
buttress walls in the models, despite being simply supported in reality. The force
at the connection area at the buttress wall is equal in both cases. If one strut is
strained a distance u, or two struts are strained the same distance u and the stiffness
is halved in the second case. The self-weight of the struts is assumed to have low
influence on the behaviour of the model. The self-weight is taken as zero, in order to
avoid closely spaced natural modes. Closely spaced natural modes, would invalidate
the use of the SRSS combination method. Artificial strut stiffness has also been
used by Smith (2013). Both Smith (2013) and Mills-Bria and Hall (2006) use mass
less stiffeners.

The rock material is defined as massless, as described in Section 6.3.

The case study is performed with a linear elastic material model, therefore the
monoliths are treated as plain concrete structures. This is because activation of
reinforcement occurs in the inelastic range. Properties are given in Table 7.5.
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Table 7.5: Static material properties (Ansell and Malm, 2008a).

Properties Rock Concrete Struts material Unit
Density 0 2400 0 kg/m3

Youngs modulus 60 25 12.5 GPa
Poisons ratio 0.2 0.2 0.2 -
Compressive strength - 25 - MPa
Tensile strength - 1.8 - MPa
Friction - 1.0 - -

Table 7.5 shows values of the static properties. For the dynamic analyses, corrections
was made. The dynamic properties are given in Table 7.6.

Table 7.6: Updated dynamic material properties (Bruhnwieler, 1990).

Properties Rock Concrete Struts material Unit
Youngs modulus 69 28.8 14.4 GPa
Poisons ratio 0.14 0.14 0.14 -

For the cross sectional capacity evaluation, reinforcement steel of grade KS40 is
assumed. The yield strength of the steel, fyk is 420 MPa, the ultimate capacity of
the steel, fuk is 600 MPa. The ultimate capacity is used in the evaluation.

Damping

Damping is assigned to the structure. In the response spectra analyses, modal
damping ratio of 5% of critical damping is used. This damping ratio is proposed
for the near nonlinear load range by USACE (2007). In the time history analyses,
proportional damping is chosen to correspond to the modal damping ratios. Rayleigh
damping with coefficients, according to Table 7.7, are used. The damping ratios
are obtained from monoliths that are unrestrained in the dam axis. This is because
absolute restraining of monoliths are not physically possible and would lead to a high
damping, using the Spears and Jensen method, Spears and Jensen (2012). Using
the results of monoliths that are fully restrained risk to overdamp the structure,
which would be an unconservative approach.

Table 7.7: Rayleigh damping coefficients.

Dam α β
Dam1 1.59 6.89 10−4

Dam6 0.79 7.34 10−4

Damping curves are plotted i Figure 7.9. The constant modal damping is plotted
against the Rayleigh damping.
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(a) Dam 1.
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(b) Dam 6.

Figure 7.9: Modal and Rayleigh damping curves, for the two dams.

7.5 Loads

The case study aims at evaluating the behaviour of Swedish buttress dams subjected
to an earthquake. Therefore the main load will be ground accelerations, that are
associated with an earthquake.

The earthquake load that is selected represents the Safety Evaluation Earthquake,
SEE. SEE, is intended to ensure public safety, lives and property. According to
ICOLD (the International Commission on Large Dams) "the SEE is a non-negotiable
safety criterion for the dam". The SEE is selected instead of the Operational Basic
Earthquake OBE, which is an event that is less severe. The OBE, is primarily an
event that is used to evaluate economical aspects, for the benefit of the dam owner,
ICOLD (2010).

The SEE is represented by an earthquake event with an annual probability of ex-
ceedance of 10−4. The probability of exceedance is in conformity with international
standards and recommendation, for high risk dams, ICOLD (2010), NRC (1985).
The data sets used to obtain acceleration values are taken from two sources. One
source is the Swedish western boarder, alongside of the seismically mapped Nor-
wegian territory. The second source represents the Swedish nuclear power plant
locations, emphasizing conditions primarily in south-eastern Sweden. The highest
value along the western boarder and the low value from south-eastern Sweden are
used in the case study to provide an envelope of possible responses.

7.5.1 Static loads

The static loads that are considered to act simultaneously with the seismic excitation
are the gravity load and the water pressure.
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Loads that have remote probabilities of occurring at the same instant as an earth-
quake are not included. Otherwise, the probability of the event would be less then
10−4.

Common static loads that are not considered include uplift pressure, ice load and
temperature load. Uplift is not included as global stability is not considered in the
case study. Ice loads are not included in the case study since an ice cover is expected
to crack, as the earthquake initiates, Jansen (1988). Temperature load have been
chosen to be omitted.

Gravity

The density of plain concrete is approximately 2300 kg/m3. For a common reinforced
concrete member, the reinforcement constitutes about 2% of the volume. This
corresponds to 150 kg/m2 additional weight, Weight and MacGregor (2009). RIDAS
suggests a value of 2300 kg/m3 if no measurement of the density is carried out. This
is a lower limit, which is appropriate when evaluating stability. Since the case study
is concerned with inertia effects, dependent on mass and acceleration, a higher value
taking reinforcement into account is chosen. For the case study, 2400 kg/m3 is used
as the density of lightly reinforced concrete. All concrete parts of the models are
subject to gravitational forces. However, the rock and struts have zero density and
are thus not affected by gravity. The gravitational acceleration is taken as 10 m/s2.

Hydralic pressure

The case study models are subjected to a hydrostatic load. The water head is
assumed to reach the crest of the models. The hydraulic pressures, including hydro-
dynamic pressure, are seen in Figure 7.10.

Figure 7.10: Hydraulic pressure acting on the dam models

7.5.2 Seismic loads

The seismic load used in the case study is represented by response spectra, de-
sign spectra or time histories depending on the analysis type. The seismic load
and representation is described for each level of peak ground accelerations (PGA).
Characteristic values of PGA are chosen for the case study. For design, charac-
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teristic values are generally magnified, with a factor accounting for uncertainties
etc. According to Equation 3.1, the design value of PGA is 60% higher than the
characteristic values used in the case study.

Peak ground acceleration of 0.078g

The lowest value found that may represent PGA in Sweden, with a probability of
10−4 is 0.078g. This value of peak ground acceleration is derived from a Swedish
general hazard spectrum, obtained from Bystedt et al. (1992) and scaled to the
annual exceedance probability of 10−4.

The general hazard spectrum provides data for annual exceedance probabilities of
10−7, 10−6 and 10−5. The averaged internal relation between the data is used to
extrapolate the response quantity, to an annual exceedance probability of 10−4. The
method of scaling exhibit results in accordance with an established approximate
engineering praxis, of doubling or halving the seismic response for a tenfold increase
or decrease of annual exceedance probability, Malm (2016b). The obtained PGA of
0.078g is slightly lower than the lowest value of PGA along the Swedish-Norwegian
border which is 0.09g. PGA 0.078g is represented by response spectra.

Peak ground acceleration of 0.24g

The highest PGA values along the Swedish-Norwegian boarder are 0.24g, Bungum
et al. (1998). To scale time histories and response spectra to PGA 0.24g, the follow-
ing procedure has been used. A horizontal response spectrum was generated from
the first horizontal component of a 10−5 time history. The time history was synthet-
ically generated by CREA (2007), to suite the corresponding SKI general hazard
spectrum. The response spectrum was then scaled, with regard to the reference
acceleration at 40 Hz. The same scaling was applied to the time history.

For the capacity evaluation of a buttress dam, the type 2 design spectra of Eurocode
8 are used, as Eurocode is the national code of earthquake engineering. These spectra
have a distribution of acceleration content that is higher in the lower frequencies,
compared to SKI general hazard spectra.

Time histories representing the main horizontal direction and the vertical direction
for PGA 0.24g is presented in Figure 7.11. Horizontal and vertical response spectra
representing PGA 0.078g and PGA 0.24g together with Eurocode 8 design spectra,
for PGA 0.24g are presented in Figure 7.12.
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Figure 7.11: Earthquake time history, PGA 0.24g.
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Figure 7.12: Design and response spectra, PGA 0.078g and 0.24g.

Response spectra generated from time histories are used in the case study since the
frequency content is equal, between the two earthquake representations. However,
for an actual design or evaluation, design spectra should be used or multiple time
histories. This is because the frequency content of response spectra are based on a
specific earthquake and may not be representable for another earthquake, of different
frequency content, Chopra (2014).

Added mass

The seismic acceleration subject the dam to hydrodynamic pressure, exerted to the
front plate. This is taken into account by application of the Generalized Westergaard
added mass, according to Section 6.4.1.
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Numerical results

In this chapter, results from the case study will be presented. The result are pre-
sented in five sections. First section reviews the frequency analyses. In Section 8.2
to Section 8.3, stress states are evaluated, with regard to excitation level, monolith
to monolith interaction assumption and numerical methods. Section 8.4, evaluates
the capacity of the buttress wall reinforcement of the most stressed buttress wall.
The final section reviews crest displacement and possible effect on spillway gates.

8.1 Frequency analysis

The frequency analysis reveals the mode shapes and the distribution of effective
mass, in relation to the natural frequencies of the dam. The results are divided in
three parts: Dam 1 and Dam 6 with and without struts.

Dam 1
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(a) Free front plate.
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(b) Laterally restrained front plate.

Figure 8.1: Dam 1. Effective mass, distribution and accumulation.

From Figure 8.1, it can be seen that the free monolith model excites more effective
mass early in the frequency range and reaches 90% accumulated mass, earlier than
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the restrained model. At 15 Hz, the free respective restrained model have excited
37.6% and 30.2% of the mass respectively. The difference is due to a number of
modes that are suppressed by the boundary condition in the dam axis. For example,
the mode exciting the fourth largest effective mass in the free model is completely
suppressed in the model with restrained front plate.

The three mode shapes that excite the largest amount of effective mass, in falling
order, from a) to c), are shown in figure 8.2 and 8.3.

(a) Mode 3, 6.52 Hz. (b) Mode 6, 15.10 Hz. (c) Mode 12, 27.96 Hz.

Figure 8.2: Mode shapes of Dam 1 with free front plate.

(a) Mode 1, 6.52 Hz. (b) Mode 3, 15.30 Hz. (c) Mode 9, 28.12 Hz.

Figure 8.3: Mode shapes of Dam 1 with laterally restrained front plate.

All six mode shapes are displaced in the vertical and stream direction. The mode
shapes and natural frequencies are essentially equal for the free and restrained model.
It is seen from Figure 8.2 and Figure 8.3 that the mode numbers of the restrained
model are lower. This is an effect of the suppression of natural modes.

Dam 6 with struts

From Figure 8.1, it can be observed that Dam 6 shows the same tendency as Dam 1
to excite mass earlier for the free model. The accumulated mass at 15 Hz, for Dam 6
with free and restrained front plate is 55.4% and 45.7%, respectively. The difference
of excited mass, is slightly larger than for Dam 1. Also for Dam 6, the first mode is
completely suppressed by the additional boundary conditions at the front plate.
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(a) Free front plate.
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(b) Laterally restrained front plate.

Figure 8.4: Dam 6 with struts. Effective mass, distribution and accumulation.

The mode shapes of the free and the restrained models are seen in Figure 8.5 and
Figure 8.6, respectively. It can be observed that the natural mode shapes of Dam 1
and Dam 6 with struts corresponds well.

(a) Mode 2, 6.57 Hz (b) Mode 7, 13.69 Hz (c) Mode 10, 19.81 Hz.

Figure 8.5: Mode shapes of Dam 6, with struts and free front plate.

(a) Mode 1, 6.57 Hz. (b) Mode 5, 13.78 Hz. (c) Mode 8, 19.92 Hz.

Figure 8.6: Mode shapes of Dam 6, with struts and laterally restrained front plate.
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Dam 6 without struts

From figure 8.7 it is seen that also without struts, Dam 6 excites effective mass faster
for the free model. At 15 Hz the free model has excited 56.6% effective mass and
the restrained model 46.2% effective mass. This is just a slightly larger difference
of effective mass excitation, compared to with struts. However, it can be observed
that the distribution of effective mass over the frequency range shows differences
between Figure 8.4(b) and Figure 8.7(b)
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(a) Dam 2, Free.
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(b) Dam 2, Locked.

Figure 8.7: Dam 6 without struts. Effective mass, distribution and accumulation.

The mode shapes of Figure 8.8 and Figure 8.9 correspond well from free and re-
strained models. The behaviour of all the three dam models are generally very
coherent.

(a) Mode 3, 6.75 Hz. (b) Mode 7, 13.92 Hz. (c) Mode 9, 20.29 Hz.

Figure 8.8: Mode shapes of Dam 6, without struts and with free front plate.
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(a) Mode 2, 6.77 Hz. (b) Mode 5, 14.02 Hz. (c) Mode 7, 20.43 Hz.

Figure 8.9: Mode shapes of Dam 6, without struts and with laterally restrained front
plate.

8.2 Monolith boundary conditions and excitation
levels

The stress state of the buttress walls are evaluated in this section. The stress state
is studied as the boundary conditions of the front plate are either free or restrained
and as the excitation level is altered. The excitation levels evaluated are PGA 0.078
g and PGA 0.24g. PGA 0.24g is used with two sets of spectra, the SKI compliant
response spectra and the Eurocode design spectra, reviewed in Section 7.5.2.

The stress states are shown with plots of stress level zones and with graphs of stress
along the downstream edge of the buttress wall. When stress is plotted, three levels
of stress are used:

• 1.0 [MPa] Light gray

• 1.8 [MPa] Dark gray

• 3.6 [MPa] Black

The first level, 1.0 MPa, is an indicator of increase of maximum stress. The stress
correspond to about 55% of the tensile capacity of the concrete. The second level, 1.8
MPa, corresponds to the tensile capacity of the concrete. Zones of the second level
will develop cracks from the seismic loading. The third level, 3.6 MPa, corresponds
to a stress of twice the tensile strength. The third stress level is thus an artefact
of a linear elastic material definition. However, it is providing an indication of high
stress exposure. When the stress states are plotted, the abbreviations RS and TH,
are used to denote response spectrum and time history, respectively.

Effects of the buttress wall is focused upon in the case study. Stress states of front
plates are found in Appendix A2.
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At a ground acceleration level of 0.078 g, tensile stresses appear in the monoliths,
at the dam heel. However, the stress level is about half of the tensile capacity.
Therefore, the dams are considered to be essentially unaffected at this acceleration
level. Stress state plots and diagrams are included in appendix A1. The results for
higher excitation levels are presented in the following sections.

8.2.1 Dam 1

Peak ground acceleration 0.24 g SKI

From Figure 8.10 it is seen that large areas of the monolith are exposed to stress
increase. Part of the monolith cracks from the loading.

The stress state of the monolith is different when the results of the free front plate
models, of Figure 8.10(a) and (c), is compared to the results of the restrained front
plate models, of Figure 8.10(b) and (d). The free models have a larger stress increase
in the upstream part of the monolith. In particular the front plates of the free
models are more stressed. Cracking of the dam heel is apparent in the free models.
In the restrained models proportionally more stress is apparent further downstream,
compared to the free models. This is seen as a stress increase around the inspection
gallery and at the dam base at the downstream side. It is apart from the lower
stress in the front plate.

The time history models of Figure 8.10(c) and (d), have a lower general stress level
than the response spectra models. All models are developing cracks at approximately
the same location; at the upper part of the downstream edge of the buttress wall.
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(a) Free front plate, response spectra. (b) Restrained front plate, response spectra.

(c) Free front plate, time history. (d) Restrained front plate, time history.

Figure 8.10: Stress state of the monolith of Dam 1, SKI

From Figure 8.11 it is seen that the upper part of buttress wall’s downstream edge is
most stressed of all models. The peak stresses of the models are similar, the largest
difference is about 5%. At the lower part of the buttress wall’s downstream edge, the
repose spectra models are more stressed, compared to the time history models. The
abscissa of Figure 8.11 shows the physical length of the buttress wall’s downstream
edge. The position of 0 meters indicates the dam crest.
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Figure 8.11: Stress along the downstream edge of the buttress wall, SKI

Peak ground acceleration 0.24 g EC8

From Figure 8.12 the stress state from excitation with the design spectra of Eurocode
8 is shown. The design spectra has higher acceleration content at lower frequencies,
where also the natural modes of the monolith that are exciting the largest amount
of effective mass are situated. The stresses are therefore higher. Large parts of the
monolith are judged to be cracked and severely stressed.

Apart from a general stress increase compared to the SKI response spectra the stress
pattern of Figure 8.12 is similar to the stress patterns of Figure 8.10, with regard to
the free and the restrained front plates.

(a) Free front plate. (b) Restrained front plate.

Figure 8.12: Stress state of the monolith of Dam 1, design spectra EC8

Figure 8.13, shows similar edge stresses of the two models. The model with re-
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strained front plate, has slightly lower stress from the peak zone and to the toe of
the dam.
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Figure 8.13: Stress along the downstream edge of the buttress wall, design spectra
EC8

8.2.2 Dam 6 with struts

Peak ground acceleration 0.24 g SKI

Dam 6 is evaluated in two configurations, one with struts and one without. The
models with struts are seen in Figure 8.14. A general stress increase is seen in all
buttress walls at the dam heal and the upper part. In all models cracking is also
judged to be initiated at three locations: the dam toe, at the front plate angular
change and at the upper downstream edge.

The restrained models of Figure 8.14(b) and (d), show a relief of stress at the
upstream side of the buttress walls compared to the free models of Figure 8.14(c)
and (c). For the free models, the stress in the buttress wall upstream side, is higher
compared with Dam 1 for same ground motion level. This is likely a result of the
higher and more slender properties of Dam 6.

The connection areas on the buttress wall for the struts does not display any stress
increase. A comparison between Figure 8.14(a) and (b), and Figure 8.14(c) and (d)
shows stress increases for the time history models at the dam heal and the upper
part of the buttress wall.
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(a) Free front plate, response spectra. (b) Restrained front plate, response spectra.

(c) Free front plate, time history. (d) Restrained front plate, time history.

Figure 8.14: Stress state of the monolith of Dam 6 with struts, SKI

From Figure 8.15 it is seen that the stress peaks are situated at the same location,
at the buttress wall’s downstream edge. Along the first 15 meters from the crest,
the stress curves are very similar. The repose spectra stresses are higher than the
time history stress at the lower part of the buttress wall, which is the same tendency
as for Dam 1. The stress curves from the time history decrease to zero stress. This
is an indication that the stress becomes compressive as expected for the static state,
as seen in Section 5.2.
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Figure 8.15: Stress along the downstream edge of the buttress wall, SKI

Peak ground acceleration 0.24 g EC8

From Figure 8.16 it is seen that the stresses are further increased by the design spec-
tra. For the model with free front plate, seen in Figure 8.16(a), most of the buttress
wall is expected to be cracked. The highest stresses are seen at the uppermost row
of stiffeners. This is due to the fact that these struts are restraining movement of
the upper part of the buttress wall, while the contact areas of the struts are rather
limited.

In Figure 8.16(b), the stress relief obtained by restraining the front plate is substan-
tial. The heal area and the upper part of the buttress wall show stresses above the
tensile strength as in the response spectra models. However, the expected cracking
is considerably more widespread in the design spectra model.

(a) Free front plate. (b) Restrained front plate.

Figure 8.16: Stress state of the monolith of Dam 6 with struts, design spectra EC8
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In Figure 8.17, the significant stress differences of Figure 8.16(a) and (b) is clearly
visible. The monolith with free front plate produces a second stress peak lower on
the buttress wall downstream edge. That is not visible during lower excitation. The
higher first stress peak and the development of a second stress peak of the free model
is related to the two natural modes, shown in Figure 8.18.
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Figure 8.17: Stress along the downstream edge of the buttress wall, design spectra
EC8

The natural modes are influential of the stress in the buttress downstream edge.
However, in the model with restrained front plate the modes are suppressed, which
is seen in Figure 8.1(b).

(a) Natural mode 4. (b) Natural mode 5.

Figure 8.18: Natural mode shapes influencing buttress wall edge stress, which are
developed in the restrained model
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8.2.3 Dam 6 without struts

Peak ground acceleration 0.24 g SKI

The stresses are generally lower in dam 6 without struts, compared to Dam 6 with
struts. One exception, is the stress at the upper part at the downstream side of the
buttress wall. There the stress is higher in the time history models without struts,
which are seen in Figure 8.19(c) and (d). The difference is most clear by comparison
of Figure 8.17 and Figure 8.20.

(a) Free front plate, response spectra. (b) Restrained front plate, response spectra.

(c) Free front plate, time history. (d) Restrained front plate, time history.

Figure 8.19: Stress state of the monolith of Dam 6 without struts, SKI

Apart form the mentioned higher peak stresses the stresses of Figure 8.20 are simi-
larly distributed to the stresses of Figure 8.17. Also in Figure 8.20, the time history
stresses change from tension in the upper part of the buttress wall’s downstream
edge to compression in the lower part. The higher peak stresses are likely caused by
the lower stiffness of the buttress wall without the struts.
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Figure 8.20: Stress along the downstream edge of the buttress wall, SKI

Peak ground acceleration 0.24 g EC8

The response of Dam 6 without struts to the design spectra is shown in Figure 8.21.
The buttress wall is highly stressed for both models. Most of the buttress wall is
assumed to be cracked at this excitation level.

The model with free front plate, in Figure 8.21(a), is exposed to very high tensile
stress in the dam heal. High stresses in the dam heal, could be a potential prob-
lem for global stability, according to Section 5.2. However, global stability is not
evaluated in the case study.

The model with restrained front plate, is seen in Figure 8.21(b). The restraining
of the front plate, relieve the dam heal from stress. Nevertheless, the heal area is
still expected to crack. An increase of stress in the upper part of the buttress wall
may also be seen. The restrained model has two horizontal zones where cracking is
expected, stretching from the upstream side to the downstream side.

There is a significant difference of stress state between Figure 8.16(b) and Figure
8.21(b). Both figures are representing the restrained model of Dam 6 at the same
loading. The much higher stress in the model without struts emphasizes the function
of the struts at high seismic loading. If functional the struts can suppress most of the
stress development in the buttress wall. The importance of the struts of a buttress
dam is also mentioned by Mills-Bria and Hall (2006).
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(a) Free front plate. (b) Restrained front plate.

Figure 8.21: Stress state of the monolith of Dam 6 without struts, design spectra
EC8

Figure 8.22 shows the stress along the buttress wall’s downstream edge. For the
model without struts the stress paths are different, compared to the model with
struts. Without struts, the model with restrained front plate develops a second
stress peak. When the front plate is restrained the first mode shape is suppressed.
However, another mode shape is developed, which can be seen from Figure 8.7(a)
and (b). The mode shape that is developed at restraining is seen in Figure 8.23.
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Figure 8.22: Stress along the downstream edge of the buttress wall, design spectra
EC8

The largest displacement of the downstream buttress edge of the mode shape is
situated along the lower part. This displacement is influential in causing the second
stress peak of Figure 8.21.
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Figure 8.23: Natural mode shape influencing buttress wall edge stress, suppressed
in the restrained model

8.3 Influence of interacting dam monoliths

In this section, results from the dam section models are presented. The dam sections
consist of five monoliths, the results shown represents the centre monolith in the
models. The seismic loading is represented by the set of time histories related to
SKI at PGA 0.24 g.

Dam 1

In Figure 8.24 the monolith of Dam 1 is shown. It is seen that the stress state of
the dam section model corresponds well with the stress state of the restrained time
history model of Figure 8.10(d).

Figure 8.24: The centre monolith, of the dam section model of Dam 1

The stress in the buttress wall downstream edge is seen in Figure 8.25. The stress of
all buttress wall, follow essentially the same path. The uniformity is most significant
at the uppermost part. The dam section model deviates most from the common path
close to the foundation. However, the deviation is less than 0.5 MPa.
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Figure 8.25: Stress along the buttress wall downstream edge of the time history
models

Dam 6 with struts

The stress state of the dam section model of Dam 6 is seen in Figure 8.26. The stress
state of the dam, is higher than for all corresponding models of single monoliths.
Therefore, a comparison of front plate interaction with those models is not possible.

The higher stress state of the dam section model compared to the single monolith
models is probably an effect of lateral interaction by several monoliths, along the
dam axis. This effect could not be clearly seen for Dam 1 at this excitation level.
However, the maximum lateral force transmitted to the centre monolith via the
front plates. Is about 10 times higher for Dam 6. Therefore, Dam 6 is subjected
to considerably higher forces. The higher force transmittance in the dam section
model of Dam 6, is likely related to higher monoliths with more slender front plates.

A comparison of the higher stress state, of Figure 8.16 and Figure 8.26 shows high
correspondence, of the dam section model and the restrained monolith of Figure
8.16(b). Higher stress is developed locally around the strut attaches points in the
dam section model.
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Figure 8.26: The centre monolith, of the dam section model of Dam 6 with struts

In Figure 8.27, the stress along the buttress wall downstream edge is shown. The
peak stress for all the time history models is developed at the same position. The
higher stress of the dam section model is apparent also along the buttress wall
downstream edge.

The stress of the dam section model, follow a different path than the two monolith
models, at the lower part of the buttress wall downstream edge. This is probably
caused, by the semi-restraint of the front plate, provided by adjacent monoliths. It
is observed, in Section 8.2.2 and Section 8.2.3, that depending of the front plate
restraint, natural modes may both be suppressed and developed.
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Figure 8.27: Dam 6, buttress edge stress.

Dam 6 without struts

In Figure 8.28, the stress state is seen for the dam section model of Dam 6 without
struts. This stress state is clearly higher than for the single monolith models seen
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in Figure 8.19. The stress state is also clearly lower than the stress state of the
single monolith models that are excited by the design spectra, seen in Figure 8.21.
Therefore, a reasonable comparison of front plate interaction properties is difficult
to do from the stress plots.

Figure 8.28: The centre monolith, of the dam section model of Dam 6 without struts

From Figure 8.29 it is seen that the stress in the buttress wall’s downstream edge
is highest for the dam section model. The peak stress of the dam section models
with and without stiffeners are essentially equal. The shape of the stress paths of
the time history models in Figure 8.29 show correspondence for the restrained time
history model and the dam section model.
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Figure 8.29: Dam 6 without stiffeners, buttress edge stress.
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8.4 Capacity evaluation

The stress states of previous sections are indications of the potential cracking of the
buttress walls. However, as the concrete cracks the reinforcement of the buttress
walls are activated. Therefore, a verification of the capacity of the reinforcement is
required.

For the reinforcement verification the most stressed monolith with restrained front
plate has been selected. This is because the results from Section 8.2.1 to Section
8.3 indicate that the overall correspondence of the dam section models and the
restrained monolith models were better than for the dam section model and the free
monolith models. The most stress in the buttress wall was developed by the design
spectra from Eurocode 8.

The section that is verified is the most stressed section in the buttress wall. The
section is seen as a horizontal line, in Figure 8.30. The reinforcement grade is KS40
with properties according to Section 7.4.5. The ultimate capacity of the steel is
considered. The reinforcement content of the upper part of the buttress wall is
considered to consist of φ 18 with spacing c400 vertically and c300 horizontally on
both sides of the buttress wall, according to Ansell and Malm (2008b).

Along the verified section the stress exceeds the tensile strength of the concrete and
is expected to be cracked, which is seen in Figure 8.12(b). Along the cross section
the vertical normal force is the dominating force component. The vertical force
intensity is shown by the monochrome scale, of Figure 8.30. Darker colour indicate
higher force.

Figure 8.30: Normal force distribution in Dam 1 at loading with design spectra from
EC 8

The components of normal force, bending moment and torsional moment are com-
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bined. The resulting force is compared to the capacity of the vertically aligned
reinforcement. The utilization of the reinforcement along the section of Figure 8.30
is shown in Figure 8.31. The section begins at the front plate and ends at the
downstream edge of the buttress wall.
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Figure 8.31: Reinforcement utilization along the section of the buttress wall

The reinforcement utilisation exceeds the reinforcement capacity along the greater
part of the evaluated section, as seen in Figure 8.31. The high utilization of the
reinforcement content may be related to that buttress dams belonging to a class of
major civil works structures that are lightly reinforced. For this class of structures,
the reinforcement to concrete ratio is generally less than 0.5%. The upper part
of the buttress wall of Dam 1 contains 0.2% reinforcement steel. For this class
of structures, the nominal section resistance is generally lower than the uncracked
capacity of the concrete, USACE (2003).

8.5 Displacements

The displacements of the monoliths that are related to the seismic loading are pre-
sented in this section. Even if displacements of a monolith would not be critical
to its integrity, the displacements or differential displacements of monoliths can be
adverse for secondary structures in or adjacent the dam. It is particularly adverse if
secondary components related to the dam safety are affected by the displacements.
The spillway gates are one such example, if the displacements prevents actuation of
the the gates, an over-topping of the dam could potentially occur.

The displacements for Dam 1 and Dam 6 with and without struts are shown in
the stream and dam axis direction. The displacements in the stream direction are
shown in Figure 8.32, and the displacements in the dam axis direction are shown in
Figure 8.33.
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(a) Upstream edge
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(b) Downstream edge

Figure 8.32: Buttress wall displacement along the stream direction

In the stream direction the displacement of the upstream and downstream edges
seen in Figure 8.32(a) and (b) are essentially equal. This is because of the rigid
connection of the two edges through the buttress wall.
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(a) Upstream edge
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(b) Downstream edge

Figure 8.33: Buttress wall displacement along the dam axis direction

In Figure 8.33(a) and (b) the displacements in the dam axis are seen. The difference
is substantial between the two edges. This is because the upstream edge is restrained
by the front plate while the downstream edge is free. The two cases represent the
lowest and the highest displacement of the buttress wall.

Dam 6 without struts has the largest displacements of the dam models. The crest
displacement of Dam 6 for the three displacement components as a function of time
are shown in Figure 8.34.
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Figure 8.34: Three components of crest displacement of Dam 6 without struts

The largest displacement component is along the stream direction which has no
other support than the buttress wall. The smallest displacements appears along the
dam axis as the monolith is supported by the adjacent monoliths in this direction
through the front plates.

The risk of inability to actuate gates depend on whether the displacements or relative
displacements exceeds gate tolerance. Certain tolerance is always built into the gate
assembly. The gaps between the gate leaf and the frame embedded in the monoliths
are waterproofed by the rubber gate seal. The is seal may deform in the order of one
to a few centimetres, Erbisti (2004). Therefore, there is no indication of inability to
actuate the spillway gates regarding the obtained displacements.
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Conclusions and recommendations

An inventory of the Swedish buttress dams resulted in selection of two dams for
seismic evaluation in the case study. The two dams have the same slenderness
of the buttress wall when no consideration to struts is taken. One of the dams
is equipped with struts and this dam has been considered both with and without
struts.

Seismic data

For structures with high damage potential such as large storage dams it is reasonable
to perform a safety evaluation with regard to the risk of earthquakes to ensure public
safety, lives and property. An earthquake event can be seen as an particularly severe
event due to the circumstances of its occurrence: "failure of a dam as a result of
an extreme flood would only add to the damages caused by the flood without the
failure. But dam failure during an earthquake is apt to be a "sunny day event" for
which all damages are attributed to the failure", NRC (1985).

ICOLD (the International Commission on Large Dams) recommend that large dams
are evaluated for the Safety Evaluation Earthquake (SEE), for which a return period
of 10 000 years is expected, ICOLD (2010).

For Swedish conditions, this corresponds to a magnitude 7 earthquake according to
Bödvarson et al. (2006). Seismic data is not easily obtainable in Sweden. Although,
from the sources that are available, the values of Peak Ground Acceleration (PGA),
that corresponds to a return period of 10 000 years ranges from 0.078 g to 0.240
g, Bystedt et al. (1992), Bungum et al. (1998). A Swedish seismic zonation map
in accordance with SS-EN 1998 (2009), would relieve the problem of obtaining site
specific data for the Swedish territory.

Effects related to calculation assumptions

A buttress dam is a structure that consist of several monoliths and each monolith
interacts with the the adjacent monoliths to an unknown extent. The case study
indicates that the lateral support of adjacent monoliths is influential on the response
to seismic loading, particularly for the more slender dam of the case study. The dam
section models presented in Section 8.3, show better correspondence to models with
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full lateral restraint from adjacent monoliths than to free monoliths. This indicate
that for a response spectra analysis, laterally restraining movements of the front
plate along the dam axis should be preferred compared to no restraint. It has been
seen that the degree of restraint of the front plate has high effect on the natural
mode shapes of the monoliths, natural modes may both become suppressed and
develop.

When dam section models are analysed, the general stress state is higher when
compared to analyses of single monolith models at the same excitation level. This
is likely caused by the lateral interaction of several monoliths along the dam axis,
transmitting forces to the analysed centre monolith. An indication of this is signifi-
cantly higher lateral force in the front plates edges of the monoliths with the largest
difference of stress states.

The comparison of numerical analysis technique shows comparable results of re-
sponse spectra and combination with the square-root-of-squares (SRSS) and time
history analysis. The highest stress responses of the case study models have been
obtained with both numerical techniques, from different analyses. This is what can
be expected, since SRSS is an estimate of the peak response and the estimate will
deviate both ways, Chopra (2014). If the most time efficient evaluation is sought, a
response spectra analysis with SRSS combination is preferable. On the other hand,
if the most accurate result is sought, time history analyses should be used.

The response of the buttress dams at seismic loading

The response of the dams at seismic loading depends substantially on the magnitude
of the PGA which is dependent on where a dam is located geographically. For the
lowest value of PGA of 0.078 g, the response of the dam is insignificant and the dam
is essentially unaffected by the earthquake.

The highest PGA of 0.240 g, was used in conjunction with the scaled time histories
from CREA (2007), the response spectra scaled from Bystedt et al. (1992), and the
design spectra from SS-EN 1998 (2009). The time histories and response spectra
are equal in the sense that they are based on the same frequency content. The time
history and the response spectra analyses result in stresses, in the buttress walls of
all models, that exceed the tensile capacity of the concrete. The most exposed areas
are the dam heals and the upper part of the buttress.

However, the design spectra results in the highest stress states. The response of all
buttress walls shows zones where the tensile capacity of the concrete is exceeded.
Because of the linear elastic material definition, stresses higher than the tensile
capacity may be seen. This is an artefact of the analyses. Nevertheless, it is an
indication of a severe stress state since the highest stresses exceed twice the concrete
capacity for all models.

The displacements, of the monoliths that are related to the seismic loading are low
in comparison to the displacement tolerance of typical segment gates. However, the
displacements obtained in the case study are mere indications, since the displace-
ments at a gate section is likely different to some extent.
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From the analyses of the design spectra of Dam 6 with and without struts, it can be
concluded that the struts have the ability to effectively suppress stress development
in large parts of the buttress wall. Therefore, at strong ground motion, struts are
an important element for lowering the stress state. Because of the importance of
the struts and the concerns regarding the integrity of the struts at seismic loading,
mentioned in Section 7.1, the integrity of the struts should preferably be validated
for seismic loading.

Reinforced concrete structures are normally expected to be partly cracked in order
to activate the reinforcement. However, buttress dams are designed to be subjected
to mainly compressive forces. Buttress dams belong to a class of lightly reinforced
structures, for which the nominal capacity of a section often is lower than the crack-
ing capacity, USACE (2003). An evaluation of the most stressed section of the
buttress wall of Dam 1, with regard to the nominal capacity, showed that the ca-
pacity was exceeded for the major part of the section. The evaluation indicated an
utilisation of up to 450 % of the ultimate capacity of the reinforcement.

The case study indicate that depending on the geographical location, the Swedish
Safety Evaluation Earthquake could have the potential to cause severe damage to a
Swedish buttress dam.

Further study

The spatial distribution of earthquake hazard is not documented for the Swedish
territory and the case study indicate a spread of PGA by at least 300%. A seismic
hazard zonation would provide a good basis for accurate selection of site specific
seismic data.

In order to accurately assess if the displacement tolerances of gates are sufficient to
avoid actuation disturbance after an earthquake, the displacements at a gate section
should be evaluated.
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Appendix A

Peak ground acceleration 0.078g

Dam 1

(a) Free front plate, PGA 0.078g (b) Restrained front plate, PGA 0.078g

Figure A.1: Stress state of the monolith of Dam 1, response spectra SKI
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Figure A.2: Stress along the downstream edge of the buttress wall,response spectra
SKI
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APPENDIX A. PEAK GROUND ACCELERATION 0.078G

Dame 6 with struts

(a) Free front plate, PGA 0.078g (b) Restrained front plate, PGA 0.078g

Figure A.3: Stress state of the monolith of Dam 6 with struts, response spectra SKI
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Figure A.4: Stress along the downstream edge of the buttress wall, response spectra
SKI

Dam 6 without struts

(a) Free front plate, PGA 0.078g (b) Restrained front plate, PGA 0.078g

Figure A.5: Stress state of the monolith of Dam 6, response spectra SKI
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Figure A.6: Stress along the downstream edge of the buttress wall, response spectra
SKI
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Appendix B

Stress state of the fron plates

Dam 1

(a) Free front plate, PGA 0.078g (b) Restrained front plate, PGA 0.078g

Figure B.1: Stress state of the monolith of Dam 1, response spectra SKI

(a) Free front plate, PGA 0.24g (b) Restrained front plate, PGA 0.24g

Figure B.2: Stress state of the front plate of Dam 1, response spectra SKI
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APPENDIX B. STRESS STATE OF THE FRON PLATES

(a) Free front plate, PGA 0.24g (b) Restrained front plate, PGA 0.24g

Figure B.3: Stress state of the front plate of Dam 1, design spectra EC8
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Dame 6 with struts

(a) Free front plate, PGA 0.078g (b) Restrained front plate, PGA 0.078g

Figure B.4: Stress state of the front plate of Dam 6 with struts, response spectra
EC8

(a) Free front plate, PGA 0.24g (b) Restrained front plate, PGA 0.24g

Figure B.5: Stress state of the front plate of Dam 6 with struts, response spectra
SKI
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APPENDIX B. STRESS STATE OF THE FRON PLATES

(a) Free front plate, PGA 0.24g (b) Restrained front plate, PGA 0.24g

Figure B.6: Stress state of the front plate of Dam 6 with struts, design spectra EC8
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Dame 6 without struts

(a) Free front plate, PGA 0.078g (b) Restrained front plate, PGA 0.078g

Figure B.7: Stress state of the front plate of Dam 6 without struts, response spectra
SKI

(a) Free front plate, PGA 0.24g (b) Restrained front plate, PGA 0.24g

Figure B.8: Stress state of the front plate of Dam 6 without struts, response spectra
SKI

(a) Free front plate, PGA 0.24g (b) Restrained front plate, PGA 0.24g

Figure B.9: Stress state of the front plate of Dam 6 without struts, design spectra
EC8
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